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Abstract
Silica and carbon black (CB) particles were successfully functionalized by ex-
ploiting the characteristic features of the reversible addition–fragmentation
chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. This enabled both the contribution to
a better understanding of the interactions within filled rubber compounds
and the improvement of their mechanical properties.

Silica nanoparticles were functionalized with styrene butadiene rubber
(SBR) via grafting-from and grafting-to approaches using various RAFT
agents for the polymerization from the particle surface as well as two dif-
ferent strategies for the grafting of polymer to the surface. The grafting
density of surface bound polymer was determined via thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) and elemental analysis (EA), revealing it’s depended on the
used approach and RAFT agent, respectively. The so-obtained hybrid silica
nanoparticles were used as fillers in typical tire compounds and physical
tests were conducted to investigate the influence of the functionalization
on the interactions within the filled compounds. It was demonstrated that
the mechanical properties were improved compared to the use of unfunc-
tionalized or even silanized silica nanoparticles. This was mainly attributed
to an increase of polymer–filler interactions through the entanglement of
the surface bound polymer with the polymeric matrix. The results showed
that the use of functionalized silica nanoparticles is a powerful tool for the
adjustment and tuning of the mechanical properties of tire compounds.

A different strategy was adopted for the functionalization of CB particles
applying a grafting-to approach using copolymers with anchor groups within
the polymer side chain. Pyridine, furan and epoxide units were chosen
as anchor groups, due to their different binding mechanisms with the CB
surface. As material design requires the ability to precisely tune a materials
properties, further investigations into the grafting conditions were conducted
using methacrylate copolymers and thereby new insights into the binding
mechanisms were revealed. It was found that the Diels–Alder reaction of
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the furan anchor group can only occur up to a certain amount of functional
groups at the CB surface. The grafting of the epoxide anchor group via a
ring opening reaction is favored by external energy input, i.e. by elevated
temperatures. In contrast, the non-covalent grafting of the pyridine unit
to the CB surface occurs fast, even at room temperature. Additionally,
the grafting-to approach was transferable to butadiene-based copolymers.
The grafting density of the respective pyridine anchor group-containing
copolymer was comparable to that of the methacrylate copolymer, confirming
the applicability of the grafting-to approach with the chosen anchor groups
for a variety of monomer classes and materials.

Another part of this thesis was the investigation into the kinetics of n-
pentyl methacrylate (PnMA) radical polymerization and the determination
of the Mark–Houwink coefficients (MHCs) of poly(pentyl methacrylate) (PP-
nMA). Both have not been reported before, but the precise knowledge of rate
coefficients is of key importance for the understanding and the application of
radical polymerization processes and the MHCs are essential for the analysis
of the molecular weight distribution (MWD) obtained from size-exclusion
chromatography (SEC). For the first time, the MHCs were determined based
on the principle of universal calibration from a double-log plot of SEC data
obtained with poly(methyl methacrylate) calibration in combination with
the calculated molecular weights of the PPnMA samples from RAFT polymer-
ization. Propagation rate coefficients (kp) of PnMA radical polymerization
were measured in bulk and in toluene solution over an extended temperature
range via pulsed laser polymerization in conjunction with SEC (PLP–SEC).
The so-obtained data allows for modeling PnMA polymerization kinetics
and product properties at moderate degrees of monomer conversion. The
comparison with reported data for several other alkyl methacrylates showed
a distinct family behavior of this group of monomers.
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1
Introduction and Motivation

The use of inorganic materials, like silica (Si) and carbon black (CB), as fillers
in plastics is of huge industrial interest. [1,2] One main field of application
is their usage as reinforcing filler in rubber compounds. Through polymer–
filler interactions the stiffness and the elastic modulus of the compound
are enhanced. The rubber becomes more resistant and less prone to crack
formation. [3,4]

The combination of organic and inorganic materials is challenging, since
filler–filler interactions are strong, leading to aggregation of the nanoparti-
cles within the polymeric matrix. In contrast, the polymer–filler interactions
are mostly weak. [5] Thus, improvement of the polymer–filler interactions
is of huge interest to the industry and the functionalization of inorganic
nanoparticles is a continuously growing field of research. [6] An important
quantity in this context is the dispersibility of the nanoparticles within the
polymeric matrix. The more finely distributed the particles are, the more
particle surface is present to interact with the polymer. [7]

There is already a variety of approaches known to enhance particle disper-
sion either chemically or physically. Wu et al. excited CB particles using a
high-energy electron beam, resulting in a decrease of the particle size and an
increase of the ratio of oxygen-containing functional groups at the surface.
It was shown, that within a matrix of natural rubber the polymer–filler
interactions were enhanced. [8] Another approach is the use of so-called filler
activators. These are small molecules that bind to the particle surface via
adsorption or chemically, leading to an improvement of the polymer–filler
interactions. [4,5] Typical filler activators for silica nanoparticles are organic
silane compounds, which are the subject of extensive research and many
patents. [5,9,10]
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Besides small molecules polymer can also be covalently bound to inorganic
nanoparticles. Springer showed, that the polymerization from CB surface via
reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization is
possible. For this, particular RAFT agents were synthesized and bound to
the surface via a Diels–Alder reaction. [11] The polymerization from the silica
surface has already been studied intensively using different polymerization
techniques. Depending on the method, either controlling agents, monomer
molecules or initiator molecules are bound to the surface prior to polymer-
ization. Mostly silyl groups are used as surface anchor groups. [11–13]

This work focuses on the functionalization of silica and CB nanoparti-
cles with (co)polymers to be used as reinforcing fillers in tire compounds.
Modern tires are high performance materials, that consist of about 30 % of
fillers. [14] Tires have a huge impact on the driving characteristics, like fuel
consumption, driving comfort and safety. At the center of tire development is
the so-called magic triangle of rolling resistance, wet braking and durability.
Since optimizing one property usually leads to loss in another, there is a
continuous development of tire materials in science and industry. [10,14] In
this context, the use of polymer-functionalized silica and CB nanoparticles as
fillers could offer new possibilities to adjust the material properties. Besides,
the comparison of the physical properties of compounds filled with function-
alized and unfunctionalized particles as well as of typical tire compounds
could give new insights to the polymer–filler and filler–filler interactions
within cured compounds.

As for the synthesis of functionalized silica and CB particles different
strategies for the grafting of polymer to the particle surface via RAFT poly-
merization are used and investigated with respect to the grafting mechanisms
and resulting grafting densities. Silica nanoparticles are functionalized using
the grafting-from approach with three different RAFT agents and the grafting-
to approach with two different grafting mechanisms. Another grafting-to
approach using copolymers bearing anchor groups for the particle surface
within the polymer side chain is adopted for the functionalization of CB
particles. Thereby, three anchor groups are used and the grafting conditions,
like reaction temperature and duration, are investigated.

2



2
Theoretical Background

In this chapter the theoretical background of the functionalization of inor-
ganic nanoparticles will be summerized briefly. This includes the applied
technique of RAFT polymerization as well as some aspects of radical copoly-
merizations. Furthermore the impact of inorganic nanoparticles in rubber
compounds will be presented. Additional concepts and background will be
explained on the point it is required within this work.

2.1 Fundamentals of RAFT Polymerization

Within the last decades, polymeric materials became essential elements of
everyday life. Many fields of application have been developed, like the use
of smart polymers, responsive to temperature or pH, in medicine or the
application of conductive polymers in optoelectronic devices. [15–17] This
leads to a continually increasing demand on high-performance materials
with well-defined and controllable properties: starting from the applica-
bility of a range of monomers under various reaction conditions up to the
realization of diverse topologies and the design of hybrid materials. [18–20]

To meet these challenges, polymerization techniques are continuously de-
veloped further. Starting in the 1990’s the reversible-deactivation radical
polymerization (RDRP) mechanism was introduced. [21–23] Since then, tech-
niques like the RAFT polymerization have become established in polymeric
research. [18,19,21]

The RAFT polymerization was introduced by Rizzardo et al. in 1998. [21]

By the use of a dithioester chain transfer agent (Figure 2-1) polymers with
narrow molecular weight distributions (MWD) can be obtained. In contrast
to other radical polymerization techniques, the RAFT mechanism is tolerant

3



2 Theoretical Background

SS

Z

R

Figure 2-1: General structure of a RAFT agent. R displays the leaving
group and Z the stabilizing group.

towards many functional groups and solvents. Furthermore, it provides the
opportunity of copolymerizations and the synthesis of hybrid materials. [24–27]

2.1.1 The RAFT Mechanism

The mechanism of RAFT polymerization is analogue to that of a conven-
tional radical polymerization with two additional steps, based on addition-
fragmentation equilibrium (Scheme 2-1). [28,29] The reaction is started by
the decomposition of an initiator (I•), commonly azo or peroxide com-
pounds, and subsequent addition of monomer molecules (M) forming a
propagating radical (P•n). Through addition of this radical to the CTA in the
pre-equilibrium an intermediate (1) is formed. Fragmentation of the leaving
group (R•) leads to initiation of further monomer molecules, forming a
new propagating radical (P•m). In the main equilibrium a rapid exchange
of the active propagating radicals (P•n and P•m) and the dormant polymeric
thiocarbonylthio compound (2) sets in, leading to a simultaneous growth of
all polymer chains.

In contrast to other RDRP techniques, the termination of the propagating
radicals is not suppressed. Nevertheless after stopping the polymerization
most chains posses a thiocabonylthio end group that can be used either
for further functionalized or as macroRAFT agent in following polymeriza-
tions. [25,30] The choice of the RAFT agent depends on the monomer being
polymerized. While the Z group activates the addition of radicals to the
C=S-bond and stabilizes the RAFT intermediates (1 and 3), the R group
needs to be a good leaving group in contrast to the propagating polymer
chain and has to be able to initiate the monomer molecules. [19,31,32]

2.1.2 RAFT Polymers on Surfaces

The surface functionalization via RAFT polymerization can be divided into
three approaches: grafting-from, grafting-to and grafting-through. Depend-
ing on the synthetic route, one component of the polymer is grafted before or
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2.1 Fundamentals of RAFT Polymerization

I Pn
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M

(1)

(3)(2) (2)

Scheme 2-1: Mechanism of RAFT polymerization. [29]

after polymerization to the surface. [33] This can be done either by physisorp-
tion or chemically through an anchor group. The choice of this anchor group
depends an the surface being functionalized. [34,35]

In the grafting-through approach monomer molecules are bound to the
surface (Scheme 2-2) and are incorporated into the polymer chain during
the polymerization. [36] Since the incorporation is random, the properties of
the surface bound polymer can be hardly controlled and by addition of more
than one surface bound molecule the formation of loop chains is possible. [37]

The binding of pre-synthesized polymer chains to the surface is called
grafting-to approach (Scheme 2-2). The anchor group can be located either
within the polymer side chain or at its end group. [12,38] Since the polymer
is synthesized prior to grafting, its properties can be controlled well and it
can be analyzed easily. [37] However, through steric hindrance of the polymer
chains, only low grafting densities can be achieved. [33]

In the grafting-from approach the polymer growth at the surface. In case
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2 Theoretical Background

Scheme 2-2: Schematic representation of grafting-through and grafting-
to approaches.

Scheme 2-3: Schematic representation of R and Z group approach of
grafting-from approach via RAFT polymerization.

of RAFT polymerization the RAFT agent is anchored to the surface either via
its R or Z group (Scheme 2-3). [12,34,37] The binding of the Z group leads to
chain growth in solution, since the RAFT unit remains at the surface all time.
Advantageous with this approach is that only living chains are grafted to the
surface, which can be cleaved easily for analysis. [27,39–41] With increasing
length of the growing chains the accessibility of the surface bound RAFT
group decreases, resulting in low grafting densities as with the grafting-to
approach. [42] In case of the R approach the chains grow from the surface and
the RAFT unit is located at the end of the chain. As a result, high grafting
densities can be achieved and subsequent end group functionalization is
possible. However, termination or formation of polymer networks may
occur. [34,43,44]For analysis of the polymer either the anchor group needs to
be cleaved off or the surface needs to be dissolved chemically. [12,45]
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2.2 Fundamentals of Radical Copolymerizations

AAABBAAABABABBABBB         Gradient

AAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBB         Block

ABABABABABABABABAB         Alternating

ABBAABABBABABABBAB         Statistical

Figure 2-2: Overview of the copolymer classes consisting of two kinds
of monomers.

2.2 Fundamentals of Radical Copolymerizations

Copolymers consist of more than one kind of monomer and are classified
according to the sequence within the polymeric chain. [46] Figure 2-2 shows
the classes of copolymers consisting of two types of monomers. In case of al-
ternating, statistical and gradient copolymers the sequence is determined by
the kinetic parameters of the radical copolymerization. [47,48] The monomer
radical at the end of the propagating chain can either add a monomer of
the same class or one of the other. This results in four possible propagating
steps, characterized by the corresponding rate coefficients of homo (k11
and k22) and cross (k12 and k21) propagation. The reactivity ratios (r1 and
r2, Equation (2.1)), also referred to as copolymerization parameters, give
information about the mechanism of copolymerization and are tabulated for
a variety of monomer combinations: [48,49]

r1 =
k11
k12

r2 =
k22
k21

. (2.1)

If r > 1 the monomer radical favors the addition of the same type, r < 1
means the preference of adding the other monomer. In case of r = 1 the
addition of both kinds of monomers is equally probable. Using the copoly-
merization equation of Mayo and Lewis, the composition of the copolymer
can be calculated from the ratio of monomers within the initial mixture and
the corresponding reactivity ratios. [48,49]

A prominent way to synthesize block copolymers is the use of RAFT
polymerization. [50] The first block is polymerized and afterwards used as
macroRAFT agent in a second polymerization. The sequence is determined
by the monomer combination, since the polymeric chain in the macroRAFT
agent needs to be a suitable R group for the second monomer (see Sub-
section 2.1.1). [50] While in statistical copolymers the monomer properties

7



2 Theoretical Background

(hydrophilic-hydrophobic, plastic-elastic) are mixed, block copolymers de-
velop micro phases with associated properties. [50,51]

2.3 Fundamentals of Tire Materials

In 1845, shortly after the invention of vulcanization by Goodyear, the first
solid rubber tire for horse-drawn carriage was brought to market. [52,53]

Since then, continuous development of tire construction and materials is an
important field in science and industry. [10,14,53,54]

2.3.1 Composition of Tire Materials

The construction of a modern tire is complex, consisting of several segments
made of rubber compounds and reinforcing supports, like steel or textile
fibers. [14,55] A typical composition of a rubber compound is given in Table 2-
1. [14] Depending on the field of application, natural rubber, mainly used in
truck tires, or synthetic rubbers, like styrene butadiene rubber (SBR), are
used. Fillers like silica and CB reinforce the rubber, resulting in the reduction
of abrasion and rolling resistance. The viscosity and the hardness of the
compound can be tuned by addition of oil or resin. Antioxidants protect
the tire from crack formation, due to oxidation by UV light. Besides, sulfur,
zinc oxide and stearic acid as activators and organic sulfur compounds as
accelerators, are needed for vulcanization. [53,54]

Modern tires are complex technical products with a high impact on the
driving characteristics like comfort, fuel consumption and safety. Their

Table 2-1: Typical composition of rubber compound for tire in parts per
hundred rubber (phr). [14]

Amount / phr

Rubber (natural or synthetic) 100
Filler (silica, CB,...) 50
Softner (resin, oil) 10
Chemicals for vulcanization (sulfur, zinc
oxid, stearic acid, activators)

7

Antioxidants 5

8



2.3 Fundamentals of Tire Materials

properties depend on the field of application and on the environmental
conditions. As summer tires become hard in winter, resulting in bad wet
braking performance, winter tires get soft in summer, leading to enhanced
rolling resistance and fuel consumption. [14]

Tire development is based on the so-called magic triangle of rolling re-
sistance, wet braking traction and abrasion resistance. Rolling resistance
affects e.g. fuel consumption, wet braking resistance is important for the
safety and high abrasion resistance decreases the environmental impact.
Since the improvement of one property leads to degradation of another, the
continuous improvement of tire materials is of great importance. [10,14,55]

2.3.2 Mechanical Properties of Rubber Compounds

In the focus of this research is the improvement of polymer–polymer, polymer–
filler and filler–filler interactions, which effect the mechanical properties of
the rubber compound. [14,56,57] Energy loss in rubber during dynamic strain
effects rolling resistance, fraction and skid resistance. The repeated strain-
ing of the tire due to rotation and braking is a process of constant energy
input involving different temperatures and frequencies as can be seen in
Table 2-2. [57] The time-temperature equivalence principle (WLF-temperature-
frequency conversion) allows the conversion of temperature to frequency to
make high frequency data available, thereby high frequencies correspond to
low temperatures. [58,59]

If a stress (σ) is applied periodically with a sinusoidal alternation to an
elastomer with viscoelastic behaviour, the answer of the material will be a
strain (ε), which shows also sinusoidal alternation but is out of phase with
the stress (Figure 2-3). This phase shift is referred to as δ. The dynamic
stress-strain behaviour of an elastomer material can be described with the
storage modulus (E′), which is in phase with stress, and the loss modulus

Table 2-2: Corresponding temperatures and frequencies (ν) of pro-
cesses during tire performance. [57]

ν/ Hz T / °C

Rolling resistance 10-100 50-80
Wet grip 104-107 20

9
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Figure 2-3: Sinusoidal stress strain correspondence.
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Figure 2-4: Typical tan δ curve of a tire compound. [57]

(E′′), which is 90° out of phase. The storage modulus is proportional to
the hardness of a material, for rubbers the moduli are typically given in
MPa. The loss factor (tan δ, Equation (2.2)) is the ratio of loss and storage
modulus: [57]

tan δ =
E′′

E′
. (2.2)

As rolling resistance should be minimized in order to safe energy, a low
tan δ is favored around 50 to 80 °C, high hysteresis around −20 to 0 °C is
necessary for good wet grip and skid resistance (Figure 2-4). [54,57]
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Figure 2-5: Exemplary illustration of temperature-dependent tan δ,
storage and loss modulus of rubber compound. [57]

Unfilled Rubber

Below the glass transition temperature (Tg) the chain movement is limited,
resulting in a high viscosity and a small free volume. In this glassy state the
storage modulus is high, tan δ and E′′ are low (Figure 2-5). The segment mo-
tion and the free volume of the polymer increase with temperature, resulting
in rapid decrease of the viscosity around Tg and high hysteresis. In the tran-
sition zone between the Tg and the rubber state, the loss modulus and the
loss factor go through maxima and E′ drops by several orders of magnitude.
In the rubber state the thermal energy is comparable to potential energy
barriers of segment motion, leading to high entropic elasticity, low resistance
to strain and low energy dissipation during dynamic deformation. [57]

Filled Rubber

The dynamic properties of filled elastomers depend on the polymer–filler
and filler–filler interactions, mainly the dispersion of the particles within the
rubber matrix and the amount of rubber bound onto the filler surface. [54,57]

This so-called bound rubber is a layer of immobilized polymer through
physical adsorption or chemisorption at the surface with limited segment
motion. Therefore it is in a quasi-glass state with higher storage modulus
than the free matrix polymer. [57,60,61]

If the dispersion of the filler particles within the rubber matrix is not
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2 Theoretical Background

sufficient, the filler network may not be fully formed or the particles might
aggregate. In these aggregates or agglomerates some rubber is trapped and
cannot participate during the deformation. Both bound rubber and bad
dispersion lead to an increase of the effective volume fraction of the filler
and of the viscosity of the vulcanizate. [54,57]

Temperature-Dependence of Dynamic Properties of Filled Rubber

For rubber compounds filled with carbon black E′ and E′′ increase with
filler loading over the range of temperature, thereby the increase is little at
low temperatures and large at high temperatures. The situation is different
for tan δ, which can be classified by temperature. At low temperatures
tan δ decreases with filler loading, at high temperature it increases with
filler loading, but the temperature at which the maximum occurs does not
change. [57,62]

The hysteresis at high temperatures of filled elastomers originates from
additional energy dissipation through bound rubber and formation and
breakdown of the filler network. With increasing temperature the hysteresis
decreases, because less rubber is bound to the particles. At temperatures
between the glassy state and the Tg some rubber is trapped within the
filler network, which cannot be broken down at these temperatures. This
leads to a reduction of the effective polymer volume, resulting in a lower
hysteresis. [57,62]

Both the amount of bound rubber and the formation of filler network are
influenced by the size, structure and surface energy of the filler particles.
The effect of particle morphology results in the same tendency that can be
observed for increasing filler loading. Small particles have a higher specific
surface area and can therefore bind more rubber. Furthermore, the inter
particle distance decreases, leading to a stronger filler network. Both cause
a larger hysteresis in the rubber state. [57,62,63]

In contrast to carbon black, the polymer–filler interactions in silica filled
vulcanizates with hydrocarbon polymers are only weak, due to the polar
surface of the particles. Here the formation of bound rubber is unlikely
and the hysteresis behaviour of the vulcanizate is based on the filler–filler
interactions. [57,62] At temperatures below the Tg the hysteresis is larger for
silica filled elastomers, because of a higher effective polymer volume in
the vulcanizate. In the transition zone the hysteresis is higher for carbon
black, as a result from continuous breakdown and reformation of the filler
network. In the rubber state silica filled vulcanizates show an increase

12
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in hysteresis at high temperatures, due to weakening of the filler–filler
interactions and an increasing portion of filler network, that can be broken
down and reformed. [57,62,64]

Strain Dependence of Dynamic Properties of Filled Rubber

The storage modulus of a filled compound decreases non-linear with strain.
This behaviour is known as the ‘Payne Effect’ and is related to the filler
network formed in the polymer matrix. [57,65] The storage modulus can be
divided into four aspects, illustrated in Figure 2-6. The polymer-polymer part
(I) describes the energy needed to stretch the polymer network without filler.
The addition of filler particles reduces the mobility of the polymer during
strain. This hydrodynamic effect (II) results in an increase of energy demand
for deformation. As the polymer–filler interactions (III) are enhanced, e.g.
by physisorption, the mobility of the polymer is decreased further and the
energy demand increases. [14,64]

As the already mentioned parts are independent of strain, the filler–filler
interactions (IV) lead to a decrease of storage modulus with strain. At low
strain the filler network cannot be broken and the modulus is determined by
the hydrodynamic effect of the filler. At high strain the rate of breakdown
is higher than the rate of reformation of the filler network, leading to a
low modulus at high strain. The Payne effect is reduced with enhanced
dispersion of the filler within the matrix. [14,54,57,66]

I

II

III

IV

E´

�

Figure 2-6: Schematic illustration of the strain dependent storage mod-
ulus for filled vulcanizate according to Payne. [65]
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3
SBR-Functionalized Silica
Nanoparticles – Grafting-from
versus Grafting-to Approach

In this chapter, the influence of the functionalization of silica nanoparticles
on their properties as filler in typical tire compounds is investigated. At
first, the polymerization of SBR via RAFT polymerization in a high-pressure
autoclave is introduced. Subsequently, the synthesis and functionalization of
silica nanoparticles is presented. The grafting-to approach was conducted
using two different reaction mechanisms for binding the polymer to the
particles. Polymerizations via the grafting-from approach were performed
with three different RAFT agents. Finally, the processing of rubber com-
pounds, containing functionalized silica nanoparticles, at the mixing lab of
Continental is presented and the results of physical tests are discussed. The
results presented in this chapter are part of an invention disclosure, which
has already been submitted and the patent is under preparation. [67]

The denotation of the samples used within this chapter consists of two
parts, referring to the synthetic route of functionalization. The first part
stands for the approach used, either grafting-to (GT) or grafting-from (GF).
In case of GT-samples, the second part refers to the chemical reaction used
for functionalization. For GF-samples the second part stands for the RAFT
agent bound to the particles prior to polymerization. The corresponding
unfunctionalized silica nanoparticles are labeled Si as second part.
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Grafting-to Approach

(EtO)3Si S
S Si(OEt)3

Figure 3-1: TESPD as a typical example of a filler activator for silica
nanoparticles used in rubber industry.

3.1 Silica as Filler – Properties and State of the Art

Silica nanoparticles consist of a network of silicon dioxide units with hy-
droxy groups at the surface, which mainly determine the chemical and
physical properties. [68,69] Primary particles are spherical, amorph and very
hydrophilic. Through hydrogen bonds, nanometric aggregates are formed,
that build up higher agglomerates. [69] Properties like shape, size and surface
reactivity are determined by the manufacturing process. According to this,
they are classified as fumed, Stöber or precipitated silica. [3,69,70]

Silica nanoparticles can be found in many everyday products and since
the 1940’s, they are used as reinforcing fillers in tire compounds, partly
replacing CB. [2,10,14,71] The functionalization of silica nanoparticles is of
huge interested in science for application in various fields, like medicine
or rubber industry, in order to further improve products. [15,33,72] Many
approaches for the grafting of small molecules or polymers are already
known. Most of them involve silyl units as anchor groups for the silica
surface. [12,44,73]

Due to the hydrophilic nature of the silica surface, polymer–filler inter-
actions within hydrocarbon polymer compounds are weak. Therefore, in
rubber industry, silica nanoparticles are silanized either prior to mixing
or in situ with filler activators. [57,71] These are bifunctional chemical com-
pounds, that enable interactions between filler particles and matrix polymer.
Mostly organic silane compounds containing sulfur functional groups, like
bis(triethoxysilylpropyl) disulfide (TESPD, Figure 3-1), are used, leading to
crosslinking during vulcanization. [65,68,71]

3.2 Copolymerization of Styrene and Butadiene

Styrene butadiene copolymers are widely used synthetic rubbers. [10,74] Es-
pecially the statistic copolymer SBR, which is industrially synthesized via
emulsion or solution polymerization, is of great importance. [74,75]

The properties of SBR depend on the micro- and macrostructure of the
copolymer. The microstructure is defined by distribution and configuration
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Figure 3-2: Polymer composition as function of monomer composition
of radical polymerization of styrene (r = 0.78) and butadiene (r =
1.39). [49]

of monomers within the polymer chain. [3] The synthesis of SBR via radi-
cal copolymerization leads to a statistical copolymer, so the properties of
thermoplastic styrene (St) and elastic butadiene (Bd)i are mixed. Figure 3-2
shows the copolymerization diagram of SBR. Typically a ratio of styrene
about 25 mol% is used, therefore SBR can be classified as an elastomer. [3,74]

The configuration of butadiene within the polymer chain is determined by
the remaining double bond. In case of 1,2-butadiene, it is located in the side
chain. In 1,4-butadiene it is located in the polymer backbone either in trans
or cis configuration. [3,74,75] The polymer composition and configuration of
butadiene can be determined using 1H-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy (Figure 3-3). [76] The macrostructure is determined by the chain
length, influencing the stiffness of the polymer, and possible crosslinking
of the conjugated diene, leading to a high dispersity. [3,20] In radical poly-
merizations the degree of crosslinking increases with conversion, monomer
concentration and temperature. If high molecular masses are targeted, this
leads to a conflict, since the propagation rate coefficient of butadiene in
bulk and solution is extremely low. [20,77] Additionally, retardation might
occur in case of RAFT polymerization, resulting in extension of the reaction
period. [20]

In contrast to other monomer classes, the polymerizations of butadiene

iButadiene consists of two constitutional isomers: 1,2-butadiene and 1,3-butadiene. The
1,2-isomer does not have any importance within this work therefore butadiene will be used
synonymous for 1,3-butadiene.
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a
b

c

d

e

Figure 3-3: Exemplary presentation of 1H-NMR spectra of SBR and
assignment of signals.

and other diene monomers have not been study intensively yet. This is
mainly caused by the additional experimental expense, since most of these
monomers are gaseous at room temperature (RT) and polymerization re-
quires an appropriate setup. [20,77] In this work, butadiene polymerizations
were conducted using a high-pressure autoclave setup (Figure 3-4) designed
and constructed by Springer. [11] The reaction vessel (450 or 1900 mL) is
equipped with a stirrer and the temperature is controlled by a thermocouple
and a thermostat. Liquid and solid components are added to the vessel
and purged with nitrogen. The amount of used butadiene is controlled by
condensation in an autoclave prior to the transfer into the reaction vessel.
Upon completion of the polymerization, residual butadiene is burned and
the remaining solution is removed from the vessel through an outlet at its
bottom.
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N2 Bd

Autoclave
for Bd 

Condensation

Thermostat

Reaction 
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Gas Burner

Pressure Regulator

Stirrer

Figure 3-4: Setup of high-pressure autoclave for butadiene (Bd) poly-
merizations designed and constructed by Springer. [11]
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3.3 Functionalization of Silica Nanoparticles

The butadiene polymerization in presence of silica nanoparticles in the high-
pressure autoclave is challenging, in particular regarding the dispersibility of
the particles during polymerization. Aggregation leads to crosslinking and
formation of globules in the size of several millimeters. Since the particles
within these globules are chemically crosslinked, dispersion during mixing of
the compound is impossible and resulting specimen are useless for physical
testing. [78]

The dispersion of silica particles during polymerization is influenced by
several factors, like solvent and choice of the particles itself. The range
of solvents is limited by used monomers and reaction conditions. Since
butadiene is non-polar, most solvents suitable for the polymerization are bad
solvents for the silica nanoparticles. [12] As for the choice of silica particles,
surface activity and shape are important. Particles should be well dispersable
and should not tend to aggregate. Therefore particles prepared via Stöber
method are more favorable than fumed silica. [78]

Two types of particles have been chosen for the different strategies for
functionalization of silica nanoparticles in this work: Particles prepared via
Stöber method (GT-Si) and particles purchased from PlasmaChem (GF-Si)
in 50 wt% aqueous solution. Transmission electron micrographs of dried
and redissolved particles in Figure A.1 show, that both types of particles are
spherical and have only slight tendency to aggregate.

In the following, the different approaches used for functionalization of
silica nanoparticles are presented and their advantages and disadvantages
will be discussed.

3.3.1 Grafting-to Approach

One way to circumvent the problem of particle dispersion in the vessel is
the use of a grafting-to approach for functionalization. However, unfavor-
able for this approach is, that typically low grafting densities are achieved
(Subsection 2.1.2).

Grafting can be performed in a one or two step process, depending on the
anchor group and reaction conditions. If the anchor group is already located
at the polymer, it can be grafted directly to the surface in one step. In a
two step process, a bifunctional coupling agent is grafted onto the surface
prior to the functionalization. Grafting is performed via a chemical reaction
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Figure 3-5: TGA curves of non-functionalized (GT-Si), amino-
functionalized (Si-APDMES), DMEVS-functionalized (Si-DMEVS), via
nucleophilic substitution (GT-Subs) and thiol-ene click reaction (GT-
Click) functionalized silica nanoparticles measured under N2 atmo-
sphere.

between a functional group of the polymer and the functional group of the
coupling agent at the particle surface.

Hübner et al. showed, that crosslinking of silyl groups might occur during
functionalization, leading to aggregation of the nanoparticles. To prevent
this, monosilyl anchor groups need to be used. [12] Due to the high reactivity
of silyl groups with water, monosilyl anchor groups are not stable during
polymerization and therefore grafting had to be conducted in a two step
process.

Two reaction mechanisms have been chosen for the grafting-to approach:
nucleophilic substitution and thiol-ene click reaction. Scheme 3-1 depicts the

NH2
+ Si

Me2

EtO
NH2 +

S

S

S

CN

O

N

S
S

C12H25

S

S

S
C12H25

Scheme 3-1: Grafting-to approach for functionalization of silica
nanoparticles via nucleophilic substitution (GT-Subs). APDMES was
used as coupling agent and SBR was synthesized using activated CDSPA
as RAFT agent.
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Table 3-1: Weight percentage of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen
measured by EA of non-functionalized (GT-Si), amino-functionalized
(Si-APDMES), DMEVS-functionalized (Si-DMEVS), via nucleophilic
substitution-functionalized (GT-Subs) and via thiol-ene click reaction-
functionalized (GT-Click) silica nanoparticles. Additionally, the number
average molecular mass (M̄n) and the dispersity (Ð) of used polymers
are given.

M̄n Ð C H N

/ 103 g mol−1 / wt%

GT-Si 0.52 1.31 0.26
Si-APDMES 4.70 1.87 0.81
GT-Subs 17.6 1.7 6.22 2.03 1.66
Si-DMEVS 4.14 1.58 0.20
GT-Click 14.9 1.7 5.05 1.74 1.10

reaction pathway of functionalization via nucleophilic substitution (GT-Subs).
Silica nanoparticles are functionalized with 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxy-
silane (APDMES) to yield amino-functionalized silica nanoparticles (Si-
APDMES) and SBR is synthesized with activated 4-cyano-4-[(dodecylsulfanyl-
thiocarbonyl)sulfanyl]pentanoic acid (CDSPA) as RAFT agent. [79] The results
from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) are shown in Figure 3-5. The two-
step weight loss of GT-Subs between 300 and 600 °C is characteristic for SBR
(Figure B.1), indicating successful functionalization of the silica nanoparti-
cles. Quantitative analysis is not possible from the TGA curves, since the pure
silica particles also show a significant weight loss within this temperature
region. This can be assigned to solvent molecules encapsulated during parti-
cle synthesis. The results from elemental analysis (EA) in Table 3-1 show an
increase of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen content for Si-APDMES compared
to non-functionalized Si nanoparticles. After functionalization with SBR, the
content of all three elements is further increased. Since the mass of SBR
is mainly determined by the mass of carbon atoms, the mass fraction of
polymer is approximately the difference of carbon content before and after
functionalization with SBR, resulting in a mass fraction of ∼1.5 wt% of SBR
on the silica particles and therefore a low grafting density as expected for a
grafting-to approach. [33]

The reaction pathway of functionalization via thiol-ene click reaction is
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+ Si
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EtO
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S

SH+

Scheme 3-2: Grafting-to approach for functionalization of silica
nanoparticles via thiol-ene click reaction (GT-Click). DMEVS was used
as coupling agent. SBR was synthesized using BPTT as RAFT agent and
aminolysis was conducted prior to grafting.

illustrated in Scheme 3-2. First, the silica nanoparticles are functionalized
with DMEVS (Si-DMEVS). Second, the polymer is synthesized via RAFT
polymerization using benzylpropyltrithiocarbonate (BPTT) as RAFT agent.
After aminolysis of the polymer it is grafted to Si-DMEVS to yield GT-Click.
The thermograms show a two step weight loss for both Si-DMEVS and
GT-Click between 250 and 600 °C. Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen content
increase after functionalization (Table 3-1). The increase of nitrogen fraction
can be assigned to residues of the aminolysis of the polymer. Analysis of the
carbon fraction results in a polymer fraction of ∼1.0 wt% at the particles.
Taking the molar masses of the polymers used into account (Table 3-1), the
grafting densities of both reaction mechanisms are approximately equal.

3.3.2 Grafting-from Approach

Since the grafting-to approaches led to low grafting densities, a second set
of samples was prepared, using a grafting-from approach. As mentioned
before, the use of silica nanoparticles within the high pressure autoclave is
challenging and polymerizations are not always successful due to different
reasons. While the synthesis of particles via the Stöber method in the
required amount is time consuming, grafting-from samples were synthesized
using commercial available silica nanoparticles (GF-Si).

The RAFT agents used for the grafting-from approach are shown in
Figure 3-6. Propyl-((trimethoxysilyl)ethylphenylmethyl) trithiocarbonate
(PTPT) was chosen as RAFT agent for SBR polymerization in previous
works. [11] Activated CDSPA was used, because it can be bound via a monosi-
lyl anchor to the surface, preventing crosslinking of the particles. [12] Addi-
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Figure 3-6: RAFT agents used for functionalization of silica nanoparti-
cles via the grafting-from approach.

tionally, the dodecyl Z-group at the particle surface leads to hydrophobization
of the particles, resulting in enhanced dispersion within the polymerization
mixture. Dodecyl-((trimethoxysilyl)ethylphenylmethyl) trithiocarbonate
(DTPT) also contains a hydrophobic dodecyl Z-group, but in contrast to
CDSPA, the functionalization of particles can be done in a one step process
and the synthesis of the RAFT agent is faster.

Figure 3-7 depicts the thermograms of the RAFT agent-functionalized
(Si-RAFT) and polymer-functionalized (GF-RAFT) silica nanoparticles. Cor-
responding weight losses between 250 and 850 °C are given in Table 3-2.
The grafting densities of the RAFT agents are, with respect to their number
average molecular mass (M̄n), more or less comparable. After polymeriza-
tion, the amount of bound polymer is different for the samples, ranging
from ∼4 wt% for GF-CDSPA to ∼16 wt% for GF-DTPT. The results from EA
in Table 3-2 are in good agreement.

Since the cleavage of bound polymer from the particles with hydrofluoric
acid did not work, only the free polymers gained from the polymerizations
were analyzed (Table 3-2). The results from size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC) show, that the number average molecular mass is in the same order
of magnitude for all samples. As a consequence, the grafting densities of
the three samples are different. An explanation for the huge difference
between the sample with CDSPA to the others might be, that the weight loss
after functionalization with the RAFT agent is mainly attributed to bound
APDMES instead of CDSPA. Meaning, that CDSPA was only bound to some
of the amino groups at the particle surface, resulting in a lower grafting
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Figure 3-7: Thermograms of non-functionalized (GF-Si), RAFT
agent-functionalized (Si-CDSPA, Si-PTPT and Si-DTPT) and polymer-
functionalized silica nanoparticles (GF-CDSPA, GF-PTPT and GF-DTPT)
measured under N2 atmosphere.

density of RAFT agent compared to Si-PTPT and Si-DTPT. Nevertheless, using
the grafting-from approach, three samples, with higher grafting densities
compared to the grafting-to approach, were successfully synthesized.
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Table 3-2: Weight percentage of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen mea-
sured by EA of non-functionalized (GF-Si), RAFT agent-functionalized
(Si-PTPT, Si-CDSPA and Si-DTPT) and polymer-functionalized silica
nanoparticles (GF-CDSPA, GF-PTPT and GF-DTPT) and weight loss from
TGA analysis measured under N2 atmosphere between 250 and 850 °C.
Additionally the number average molecular mass and dispersity of the
free polymers are given.

M̄n Ð C H N Weight loss

/ 104 g mol−1 / wt%

GF-Si 0.53 0.69 1.65
Si-CDSPA 2.42 0.97 0.47 3.69
GF-CDSPA 2.2 1.8 4.01 1.13 0.48 7.58
Si-PTPT 1.18 0.74 2.87
GF-PTPT 2.3 1.8 14.32 2.01 16.06
Si-DTPT 2.90 0.86 6.60
GF-DTPT 2.4 1.9 21.29 2.79 22.61

3.4 Functionalized Silica Nanoparticles as Filler in Tire
Compounds

The functionalized silica nanoparticles (Section 3.3) were intruded into
typical tire compounds at the mixing lab of Continental and physical testing
was conducted with resulting specimen. The influence of functionalization
on the mechanical properties of the compound is analyzed by comparison of
the results of the physical tests.

3.4.1 End Group Modification

An advantage of RAFT polymerization is, that due to the RAFT agent polymer
chains contain sulphur atoms, which could be used for additional crosslinking
within the compound. To ensure good dispersion of the filler and other
additives, crosslinking should not take place already during mixing but
during vulcanization.

Table 3-3 gives an overview of polymer end groups resulting from RAFT
polymerization or post-modification. Both, the RAFT end group and the
thiol end group, are not able to prevent crosslinking during mixing, since
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Table 3-3: Overview of possible polymer end groups resulting from
RAFT polymerization or post-modification.

Structure Name Properties

S Z

S

Pn

RAFT end group Might be cleaved off during mixing.
The influence of the leaving group
within the compound is unknown.

Pn SH Thiol Crosslinking during mixing possible.

S R

O

Pn

Thioester Protective group for sulphur during
mixing.
Cleaved off during vulcanization.

Pn
S
R Thioether Protective group for sulphur during

mixing and vulcanization.

S

S

S
Z

+ N2H4

S
H

O

O

C4H9
+

S O

O

C4H9

Scheme 3-3: End group modification of surface bound RAFT polymer.

the sulphur atom is not protected under mixing conditions. The thioester
is a typical protective group for sulphur during mixing and can be found
as part of many silanes used in tire industry. [80] In comparison to the other
end groups mentioned, its synthesis is more challenging, especially when it
comes to the purification in presence of nanoparticles. Thioether also act as
protective group during mixing, but also during vulcanization. The synthesis
as well as the purification in presence of nanoparticles is simple and yields
> 95 % are obtained. [81]

For this study, the use of thioether end groups was chosen due to several
reasons. First, the dispersion of the functionalized silica nanoparticles is
not affected by undesired crosslinking during mixing. Second, the synthesis
ensures complete conversion. The end group modification of functionalized
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silica nanoparticles from Section 3.3 was conducted via aminolysis, followed
by addition of n-butyl acrylate (Scheme 3-3).

3.4.2 Mixing of the Compounds and Production of the Test
Specimens

For each silica sample, three compounds with different amounts of silica,
given in parts per hundred rubber (phr), between 35 and 80 phr were pre-
pared. As reference samples compounds with the non-functionalized silica
nanoparticles GT-Si and GF-Si as well as with a standard silica used by Conti-
nental (VN3) were mixed and tested too. Besides the silica particles, some
reference samples also contained silane (S) or liquid butadiene rubber (LBR,
in the denotation of the samples referred to as L). LBR is a low-molecular
weight polybutadiene with a high ratio of 1,2-units (Subsection 3.2), which
show stronger interaction with the silica surface than 1,4-units. [82] The
strong interaction of LBR with silica enhances particle dispersion within
in the compound and is therefore used in addition to silane in SBR filled
compounds. [83]

The mixing of the samples was conducted in a four step process in an
internal mixer. The mixing temperature was controlled by the rotor speed.ii

At first a master batch (Table 3-4) containing rubbers, softener, antioxidants
and activators for vulcanization was prepared. In the second step, 134 phr

iiDetailed information about the used materials and mixing conditions, like time and tempera-
ture, can not be given due to non-disclosure of internal company knowledge.

Table 3-4: Composition of the master batch and the final batch used
for mixing of the compounds.

Amount / phr

Master batch Final batch

Rubber 90 10
Softener 35
Antioxidants 4
Activators 5
Sulfur 2
Accelerators 4
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Table 3-5: Quantities of silica, silane and LBR used for compound
mixing. Each compound was mixed using 134 phr of the master batch
and 16 phr of the final batch resulting in 27 samples.

Si / phr Silane / phr LBR / phr

References:

VN3+S/GF-Si+S
60 4.32
70 5.04
80 5.76

VN3+L/GT-Si+L 70 8, 16, 24
GF-Si 50, 60, 70, 80
GT-Si 35, 50, 60, 70, 80
Samples:
GT-Subs 35, 60, 70
GT-Click/GF-DTPT 50, 60, 70
GF-PTPT 60, 70, 80
GF-CDSPA 60, 70, 75

of the master batch were mixed with silica and in some cases silane or LBR
(Table 3-5). In case of functionalized silica nanoparticles the amount of
added particles (Table C.1) was calculated using the residual mass taken
from TGA measurements. The final batch (Table 3-4) prepared in the third
step contains rubbers, sulphur and accelerators for the vulcanization. At
least 16 phr of the final batch were added to each compound and mixed.
After resting for several days a specimen of each compound was formed and
cured at 160 °C for 10 min.

3.4.3 Results of Physical Testing

The results of physical tests can be divided into two groups: one giving
information about the composition and quality of the sample (torque, TGA,
bound sulphur content, density and crosslink distance) and the other reveal-
ing the mechanical properties (hardness, rebound, tensile testing, dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) and abrasion). For each sample 13 tests using
different types of devices and measurement modes have been performed.
In the following, only selected results will be presented and discussed in
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order to point out interesting and characteristic properties of the presented
samples.iii Additional results are given in Tables D.1-D.5.

Torque

The torque was measured using a rubber process analyzer. Within the
heated chamber of the rheometer, the uncured sample is placed between
two horizontal plates under constant pressure. The lower plate oscillates
with constant frequency (1 Hz) and the upper plate contains a torque sensor,
measuring the torque required for oscillation. This way, the progress of
vulcanization is monitored as plot of torque versus time (rheogram).

Figure 3-8(a) shows the rheograms of the samples containing VN3 plus
silane (VN3+S) with different loadings of silica at 160 °C. Typically, the
curve consists of three sections, which are determined by the composition of
the compound. In the beginning the torque is low and more or less constant.
When curing sets in, the torque strongly increases. Knowledge of this time
slot is of great importance for tire production, since the inner and outer
parts of the tire are heated up with different speed. It can be controlled e.g.
through the amount of vulcanization activators and accelerators within the
compound. Curing is finished, when the torque reaches a maximum value.
Depending on the sample, this optimum state-of-cure can be identified more
or less easily. Instead of reaching a plateau, some samples show a slightly
continuous increase of torque (marching modulus) or even a revision of
torque.

The comparison of the rheograms of VN3+S samples (Figure 3-8(a)) show,
that the torque increases with silica content due to its reinforcing properties.
The sample filled with 60 phr silica reaches a plateau after 10 min and the
samples with 70 and 80 phr silica show a marching modulus.

While the addition of LBR enhances silica dispersion, it reduces the
crosslink density and therefore the torque decreases with increasing amount
of LBR. [83] Figure 3-8(b) shows the rheograms of VN3+S 70 and samples of
VN3 filled with 70 phr silica and different amounts of LBR (VN3+L). The
maximum torque of the sample with the lowest LBR content is comparable
to the silane sample. As expected, the samples with 16 and 24 phr silica
have lower torque, but not within the right order. This is an example, of
how the torque can give information about the quality of a sample. From

iiiTest specifications as well as internal knowledge about the analysis of the tests were provided
by Continental.
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Figure 3-8: Rheograms of the compounds containing 70 phr silica at
160 °C.

the rheograms it can be concluded, that either the sample with 16 or 24 phr
is flawed, e.g. due to insufficient mixing. Other test results of these samples
need to be analyzed carefully and could give more information about which
sample should not be considered for further analysis and comparison.

The rheograms of GF-Si, GF-Si+S and GT-Si with 70 phr silica are depicted
in Figure 3-8(c). The torque is only about half of the value reached with
VN3, showing that GF-Si and GT-Si are less reinforcing. This demonstrates
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the influence of shape, surface activity and particle size on the interactions
with the rubber matrix. As expected, the addition of silane in case of the
GF-Si increases the torque. All samples either reach a plateau or show a
slight marching modulus.

The samples with 70 phr of silica functionalized via the grafting-to ap-
proach show both slightly higher torque compared to GT-Si 70 (Figure 3-8(d))
and approximately the same value as the reference with additional 8 phr
LBR. Also, curing is faster for both functionalized samples. In contrast to all
other samples GT-Click 70 shows revision but after 10 min the torque is at a
constant level.

Comparison of the 70 phr samples containing silica functionalized via the
grafting-from approach with GF-Si with and without silane shows, that after
10 min, their torque is in between the references (Figure 3-8(e)). As for the
results of the grafting-to samples, an effect of functionalization can be seen,
but the reinforcing effect is less than by the usage of silane.

The analysis of the torque measurements point out that both reference
silica GT-Si and GF-Si are less reinforcing than VN3. This has to be kept
in mind for the further discussion of the results of the physical tests. Addi-
tionally, the results show an increase of the torque of functionalized silica
nanoparticles compared to the non-functionalized references.

Crosslink Distance

The crosslink distance is a measure for network strength within the cured
compound. Smaller distances means stronger networks, resulting in en-
hanced reinforcement of the mechanical properties. It can be adjusted
through the vulcanization system (sulphur, activators and accelerators) and
in case of filled compounds, it is also influenced by the structure and surface
chemistry of the filler. [84]

Figure 3-9(a) depicts the crosslink distance depending on the silica content
of grafting-to samples and corresponding references. With increasing silica
content the crosslink distance decreases in case of VN3+S. This behavior
is typical for SBR compounds filled with silanized silica. [85] The crosslink
distance of GT-Si is larger compared to VN3+S and no trend with silica
loading can be observed. As mentioned before, the addition of LBR increases
the crosslink distance, which can be observed for both types of silica, VN3 and
GT-Si, containing 8 phr LBR. As stated in literature, this is due to adsorption
of vulcanization chemicals onto the surface. [83] The compounds filled with
silica functionalized via the grafting-to approach have a crosslink distance of
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Figure 3-9: Crosslink distance depending on the silica content. Data
points have been connected for better overview.

nearly twice the values of the reference samples and again no trend can be
observed with silica content. Due to the additional surface bound polymer
within the compound, the sulphur-to-polymer ratio is lower compared to the
references. But since this is also the case for samples containing LBR, this
alone can not explain the huge difference of crosslink distance observed.

Similar observation can be made for the grafting-from samples and corre-
sponding references (Figure 3-9(b)). The crosslink distance of the silanized
reference silica VN3+S and GF-Si+S have more or less the same values and
it decreases with increasing silica content. The values for GF-Si without
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silane are a little higher and comparable to GT-Si in Figure 3-9(a). The
functionalization of silica particles again results in larger crosslink distance.
Thereby, the increase is proportional to the amount of surface bound polymer,
ranging from GF-CDSPA (4 wt%) to GF-DTPT (16 wt%). This supports the
assumption, that the lowered sulphur-to-polymer ratio is one reason for the
increase of crosslink distance. Again, no relationship between functionalized
silica content and crosslink distance can be found, since all three samples
behave different.

The results of crosslink distance analysis show, that in case of compounds
filled with functionalized silica, the network is weaker compared to reference
samples. This has to be taken into account, when the results of mechanical
testing will be discussed.

Hardness and Rebound

The hardness was tested according to Shore A (ISO 868). A pressure foot
is dent into the specimen with a given force and the depth of indentation,
which is proportional to the viscoelastic properties of the material, is mea-
sured. Ranging from 0 to 2.5 mm, the depth of indentation is split in 100
so-called Shore units (ShA). [3,86] The rebound was measured in a pendulum
impact test (DIN 53512:2000-04). A pendulum is dropped from a horizontal
position onto the specimen and its rebound, which is proportional to the
energy absorbed in the material, is detected optically. The values are given
in percentage to the initial height of the pendulum. [3,86] Both hardness and
rebound are measured at room temperature (RT) and 70 °C. [3] These temper-
atures refer to the operating temperatures of a tire, where RT corresponds to
braking behaviour and 70 °C represents the rolling resistance. [3,57] In filled,
cured compounds the hardness RT and the rebound 70 °C correlate to each
other. As rule of thump, the addition of 2 phr silica leads to an increase of
1 ShA at RT and the decrease of 1 % rebound at 70 °C. [86]

The increase of hardness RT with silica content can be seen in Figure 3-10.
In both cases for the grafting-to (a) and the grafting-from (b) approach, all
samples show a lower hardness compared to VN3+S. This is in accordance
to the results discussed already. GT-Subs and GT-Click show no significant
difference compared to the reference silica GT-Si. The grafting-from samples
have a higher hardness than the non-functionalized reference silica GF-Si
and in case of GF-DTPT, it is even higher compared to the silanized silica.
This is outstanding when taking the crosslink distance into account. With
increasing crosslink distance hardness typically decreases. As the compounds
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Figure 3-10: Hardness RT depending on silica content. Data points
have been connected for better overview.

containing GF-DTPT have a high crosslink distances and therefore poorly
developed networks, the reinforcing effect must have another origin.

The difference of the rebound at 70 °C and RT is a measure of tire perfor-
mance and should be as high as possible. Good rolling resistance requires
high rebound at 70 °C and good braking behavior is ensured by low rebound
at RT. For compounds filled with VN3+S the difference increases with silica
content (Figure 3-11), whereas for all the other samples the value either
decreases or is more or less constant. At a silica content of 70 phr, the
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Figure 3-11: Difference of rebound 70 °C and RT depending on the
silica content. Data points have been connected for better overview.

addition of LBR to GT-Si (Figure 3-11(a)) does not have an effect, but func-
tionalization leads to an increase, resulting in values close to VN3+S. The
results of grafting-from samples in Figure 3-11(b) show, that the functional-
ization leads to higher values than the addition of silane. The difference of
GF-CDSPA compounds is even higher than that of VN3+S. Interestingly, with
regard to the amount of surface bound polymer GF-CDSPA is comparable
to GT-Subs and GT-Click. Overall, the results show a positive effect of the
functionalization on the rebound.
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Figure 3-12: Hardness RT versus rebound at 70 °C of compounds filled
with 70 phr silica.

From the plot of hardness RT against rebound 70 °C of compounds filled
with 70 phr silica in Figure 3-12 it can be seen that except for GF-DTPT
the functionalization of silica nanoparticles does have a greater impact on
rebound than on hardness. This shows, that functionalization might be a
powerful tool to adjust both hardness and rebound, e.g. by the choice of
grafting density or chain length of the surface bound polymer.

Tensile Testing

Tensile tests were performed at RT (DIN 53594). The specimen is stretched
with constant speed until tearing. The stress at elongations of 100, 200 and
300 % as well as the tensile strength and the tear elongation are characteristic
values from tensile testing.

The stress at 100 % (M100) and 300 % (M300) elongation of compounds
filled with grafting-to samples and corresponding reference silica are given
in Figure 3-13. As could be expected, the M100 values are comparable to
the results of hardness RT (Figure 3-10) and only little effect of the func-
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Figure 3-13: Stress at 100 (left) and 300 % (right) elongation at RT
of grafting-to samples and corresponding references. Data points have
been connected for better overview.

tionalization as well as of the addition of LBR can be observed. At 300 %
elongation the filler–filler network is broken down, so the M300 value is
a measure of polymer–filler interactions and strength of the polymer net-
work. [87] Even though the crosslink distance of GT-Subs is twice that of
GT-Si, the M300 values are increased significantly. This indicates the im-
provement of polymer–filler interactions through the functionalization of
silica nanoparticles.

Similar observation can be made for the compounds filled with grafting-
from samples in Figure 3-14. Like the addition of silane, the functionalization
of silica nanoparticles leads to an increase of M100 and M300. The M100 val-
ues of GF-DTPT are even higher compared to silanized reference silica. This
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Figure 3-14: Stress at 100 (left) and 300 % (right) elongation at RT of
grafting-from samples and corresponding references. Data points have
been connected for better overview.

shows that filler–filler interactions are reduced by the surface bound polymer
while simultaneously the polymer–filler interactions are enhanced. The
latter is also reflected in the comparison of M300. Despite the weak polymer
network, due to high crosslink distances, the M300 values of grafting-from
samples are equal to GF-Si+S.

Overall, the result of tensile testing show that the functionalization of
silica nanoparticles reduces the filler–filler interactions and enhances the
polymer–filler interactions. On the one hand, the non-polar surface bound
polymer shields the silica surface, which reduces the interactions between
the hydrophilic particles. On the other hand, the interactions of the particles
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with the matrix polymer are increased through the entanglement of the
surface bound polymer chains with the matrix.

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was conducted using an eplexor.
The storage modulus and the tan δ are measured under compression, either
in temperature or strain sweep mode.

The Payne effect is of great importance for tire compounds (see Subsec-
tion 2.3.2). [57] It describes the strain-dependent storage modulus, which is
a measure for filler–filler interactions. The weaker these interactions are,
the lower is the slope of the curve. Figure 3-15 depicts the strain-dependent
storage modulus of the compounds filled with 70 phr silica. Surprisingly,
the storage modulus of GT-Si is higher than that of both functionalized
samples, as well as of the sample with additional LBR (Figure 3-15(a)). This
is contrary to the results of torque measurement and tensile testing. While
the addition of LBR does not have an effect on the slope of the curve, for
GT-Subs the Payne effect is slightly reduced.

The picture is different for compounds filled with grafting-from silica in
Figure 3-15(b). As expected, the addition of silane increases the storage
modulus, but no significant reduction of the Payne effect can be observed.
The storage modulus and the Payne effect are not affected in case of GF-PTPT
and GF-CDSPA. In case of GF-DTPT the storage modulus is a little higher
than that of silanized silica, but the Payne effect is stronger. This somehow
disagrees with the results of tensile testing (Figure 3-14), which indicated
reduced filler–filler interactions for GF-DTPT compounds.

Another indicator for tire performance is tan δ from DMA measurements
at constant force (see Subsection 2.3.2). To ensure good wet grip and skid
resistance, a high tan δ at temperatures between −20 to 0 °C is necessary. A
low tan δ around 50 to 80 °C reduces rolling resistance. [57]

At both temperatures, −15 and 70 °C, the functionalization of silica via
the grafting-to approach improves tan δ compared to GT-Si (Figure 3-16). In
contrast, the addition of LBR does not affect tan δ.

The results of grafting-from samples in Figure 3-17 show an enhancement
of tan δ by the addition of silane at both temperatures with respect to the
above-mentioned criteria. Only little effect can be observed for GF-DTPT,
while GF-PTPT and GF-CDSPA improve tan δ significantly. At −15 °C their
tan δ values are even higher compared to silanized reference silica.
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Figure 3-15: Strain-dependent storage modulus of samples filled with
70 phr silica, measured with an eplexor in strain sweep mode at 55 °C.

The results may allow to draw some conclusions about the influence of the
way of silica functionalization on filler–filler and polymer–filler interactions.
While LBR does only interact with the silica surface via physisorption, in
case of silane and both grafting approaches (macro)molecules are bound
chemically. The incorporation of silica into the polymer network is improved
through the covalent bond.
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Figure 3-16: Tan δ at −15 °C (left) and 70 °C (right) of grafting-to
samples and corresponding references, measured with an eplexor in
temperature sweep mode under constant force (50/30 N). Data points
have been connected for better overview.
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Figure 3-17: Tan δ at −15 °C (left) and 70 °C (right) of grafting-from
samples and corresponding references, measured with an eplexor in
temperature sweep mode under constant force (50/30 N). Data points
have been connected for better overview.
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3.4 Functionalized Silica Nanoparticles as Filler in Tire Compounds

Abrasion

Abrasion was tested using a rotary drum abrader (DIN ISO 4649). This test
method measures the volume loss due to the abrasive action of rubbing a test
piece over a specified grade of abrasive sheet. The abrasion is an indicator
for polymer–filler interactions and strength of the polymer network. With
regard to durability and environmental pollution, it should be as low as
possible.

Since both silica used for the grafting approaches, GT-Si and GF-Si, are less
reinforcing than VN3, the abrasion of corresponding compounds is higher
(Figure 3-18). As seen before, the crosslink distance of compounds filled
with functionalized silica nanoparticles is high compared to the reference
samples. This could lead to a reduction of network strength. Nevertheless,
the abrasion is equal or less compared to GT-Si and GF-Si. This again indi-
cates an improvement of polymer–filler interactions by the functionalization
of silica surface, resulting in reinforcement of the compound. Additionally,
in Figure 3-18(b) it can be seen that this improvement is similar or even
better compared to the use of silane. This shows that the polymer–filler
interactions are not only enhanced through the incorporation of the silica
particles into the polymer network during vulcanization but are also im-
proved by the entanglement of the surface bound polymer chains with the
matrix polymer.
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Figure 3-18: Abrasion depending on the silica content. Data points
have been connected for better overview.

3.5 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

Silica nanoparticles functionalized with SBR via grafting-to and grafting-
from approach were used as filler in tire compounds and the results of
physical tests were discussed. Two strategies have been used for the grafting-
to approach. In two step processes, silica nanoparticles were functionalized
first with small molecules and afterwards SBR was grafted via nucleophilic
substitution or thiol-ene click reaction onto the surface. Both synthetic
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3.5 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

Table 3-6: Summarizing evaluation of the results of physical tests of
compounds filled with silica nanoparticles functionalized via grafting
approaches. Evaluation criteria are shown below. The results of VN3
samples are not taken into account, so the physical properties are only
compared to those of the corresponding reference silica GT-Si and GF-Si.
Samples appear in ascending order of the amount of grafted polymer.

Worse < Si < Silane < Better
− 0 + ++ +++

GT-Click GT-Subs GF-CDSPA GF-PTPT GF-DTPT

Hardness RT 0 0 + + +++
Diff. Rebound
(70 °C−RT)

+++ ++ +++ ++ +++

Hardness RT vs.
Rebound 70 °C

+++ +++ +++ +++ +++

M100 RT 0 + + + +++
M300 RT 0 ++ + ++ ++
E′ (0.15-8 %)
55 °C

0 + + + −

Tan δ (−15 °C) +++ ++ +++ +++ +
Tan δ (70 °C) + + ++ + 0
Abrasion 0 0 +++ +++ +++

strategies led to low amount of grafted polymer, with mass fractions below
2 wt% determined by EA. The grafting-from approach was conducted using
three RAFT agents (PTPT, CDSPA and DTPT) for SBR polymerization within
a high-pressure autoclave. The amount of grafted polymer, determined by
TGA, ranged from 4 wt% for GF-CDSPA to 16 wt% for GF-DTPT.

Before mixing of the compounds, end group modification of the surface
bound polymer was conducted using aminolysis and reaction with n-butyl
acrylate. Resulting thioether end groups act as protective group for the
remaining sulphur atom. For each functionalized silica, three compounds
with different filler loading were prepared.

A summarizing evaluation of the physical test results is given in Table 3-6.
The results were evaluated in comparison to corresponding reference silica,
GT-Si and GF-Si, while VN3 results were not taken into account. In most
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cases the physical properties were improved by the functionalization of silica.
While the rebound was enhanced significantly for all samples, the influence
on stress strain behavior and Payne effect was only little. Considering the
amount of grafted polymer, no clear trend was found, but regarding most
physical properties it seems to have an impact. To investigate this further, it
would be necessary to prepare compounds with the same crosslink distance,
since network strength has a great impact on mechanical properties. This
can be achieved by the adjustment of the vulcanization system.

Hardness RT, M100 RT and Payne effect are indicators for filler–filler
interactions within the compound. All samples, except for GF-DTPT, showed
none or only little enhancement compared to the reference silica. Compared
to the use of silane, the silica surface seems to be poorly shielded by surface
bound polymer, resulting in strong filler–filler interactions. The results of
GF-DTPT are contradictory, since hardness RT and M100 RT were enhanced
compared to the use of silane, but on the other hand the Payne effect was
worse than that of unfunctionalized silica. Nevertheless, there seems to
be a critical amount of grafted polymer necessary to reduce filler–filler
interactions.

The influence of functionalization on polymer–filler interactions is re-
flected in M300 RT and abrasion. Even though the crosslink distance was
twice the value of the reference silica, the results were either equal or even
significantly improved by functionalization of silica. In contrast to silane, the
grafted polymer chains are able to entangle with the matrix polymer. This
leads to an increase of polymer–filler interactions and reinforcement of the
compound. Within this study, the end groups of the surface bound polymer
were modified as thioether. This group acts as protective group for the sul-
phur atom, so it is not available for network formation during vulcanization.
Further studies should be conducted with other polymer end groups, like
thioester. This group is able to protect the sulphur atom during mixing, but
is cleaved off during vulcanization. The resulting additional network linkage
could also cause reinforcement of the polymer–filler interactions.

One challenge of the development of tire materials is, that optimizing one
property always leads to deterioration of another. As an influence of the
amount of grafted polymer was observed, this might be used to customize
compounds, e.g. regarding the braking behavior or the rolling resistance. To
circumvent this predicament, further studies could also include the mixing
of various types of functionalized silica nanoparticles. The comparison
of the use of silane and functionalization of silica particles showed, that
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3.5 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

first reduces filler–filler interactions and latter reinforces polymer–filler
interactions. So the use of both in combination needs to be investigated too.

Both silica nanoparticles used for grafting approaches are less reinforcing
than VN3. Latter represents a typical silica used in tire compounds. As fumed
silica have a high tendency to aggregate, functionalization via grafting-from
approach is challenging under the given reaction conditions. [78] Within this
study it was shown, that the dispersibility of silica particles within the high-
pressure autoclave can be improved by the choice of RAFT agent and might
be investigated further. On the other hand, the problem of particle dispersion
can be circumvented using the grafting-to approach. But both synthetic
strategies used only yield low amounts of grafted polymer. Therefore, other
synthetic strategies for grafting-to approach should be applied or rather be
developed. Overall it was shown, that the functionalization of silica is a
powerful tool to adjust the mechanical properties of tire compounds.
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4
Anchor Groups-Containing
Copolymers Grafted to Carbon
Black

This chapter presents the functionalization of carbon black via a grafting-to
approach with copolymers containing anchor groups within their polymer
side chain. The fundamentals of this approach, the oxidation of the CB
surface and the chosen anchor groups, are introduced. By using methacrylate
copolymers, the suitability of the anchor groups and the grafting conditions
are investigated. Since the very uncommon pentyl methacrylate (PnMA)
monomer was used within parts of this work, the determination of the Mark–
Houwink coefficients (MHC) of the corresponding homopolymer (PPnMA) as
well as the investigation of its radical polymerization kinetics are presented.
Furthermore, the influence of the functionalization of CB for usage as filler in
rubber compounds is studied. Therefore, the copolymerization of butadiene
with anchor groups-containing monomers is investigated.

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 and Subsection 4.4.4 were conducted in close co-
operation with Laura Brinkmann as part of her bachelor thesis. [88] The
determination of Mark–Houwink coefficients of PPnMA (Subsection 4.4.1)
and investigation of the radical polymerization kinetics of PnMA (Subsec-
tion 4.4.2) have already been published and the results were adapted with
permission of the journal and the authors. [89]
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4 Anchor Groups-Containing Copolymers Grafted to Carbon Black
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Figure 4-1: Carbon Black surface with functional groups located at
defects within the polyaromatic structure.

4.1 CB as Filler – Properties and State of the Art

Carbon black is an amorphous material made of 90-99 % elemental carbon
in the form of polyaromatic structures. [90,91] Layers of these structures
build up primary particles, which accumulate due to strong van der Waals
interactions. [92] The size of the aggregates varies between 100 to 800 nm
and they present the smallest dispersible units of CB. [3] The reactivity of CB
is determined by functional groups at the surface, located at defects within
the aromatic system (Figure 4-1). [90,91,93] The percentage of heteroatoms
varies depending on the production process and can be increased e.g. by
oxidation. [91,94,95]

A typical approach for the functionalization of CB as well as for related
carbon nanotubes and graphene is the use of Diels–Alder reaction with
diens. [96,97] Springer designed RAFT agents containing a furan unit located
at the R group which could be bound to the CB surface prior to polymer-
ization. [11] Another grafting-from approach was introduced by Wang et al.
using Steglich esterfication to bind a RAFT agent in a multi-step reaction
sequence. [98] But since CB is a radical trap, the grafting-from approach is
not as efficient as for other inorganic materials, like silica nanoparticles. [99]

Using the grafting-to approach, this problem can be overcome. Some
grafting-to approaches with polymers containing anchor groups within the
polymer side chain were reported in literature. [100–102] Besides the grafting
via covalent bonds, e.g. by esterfication or amide bonds, also non-covalent
functionalization with aromatic units like pyrene are reported. [103]
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4.2 Oxidation of CB Surface

4.2 Oxidation of CB Surface

Depending on the reaction mechanism of functionalization a pretreatment
of CB is necessary. This chemical modification is enabled by defects at the
CB surface (Figure 4-1). [95] An increase of the amount of oxygen-containing
functional groups can be obtained via oxidation, plasma treatment or us-
ing oxidants. [98,104,105] The choice of oxidant determines which kind of
functional groups are formed primarily.

The oxidation with nitric acid (HNO3) to introduce carboxy groups (CB-
COOH) was conducted according to Yang et al. (Scheme 4-1). [98] The
functionalization with hydroxy groups (CB-OH) was performed according to
Beckert et al., using a modified Hummers method (Scheme 4-2). [105] After
oxidation, the particles were purified via centrifugation and dried in vacuo
at 60 °C for 24 h.

The successful oxidation by both methods was confirmed by TGA (Figure
4-2) and EA (Table 4-1). The TGA curves of oxidized CB particles show a
decrease of mass until 500 °C of around 16 wt% for CB-COOH and 20 wt%
for CB-OH compared to the untreated CB. Even though no distinguishable
main weight loss regions can be identified, the weight loss can be assigned
to adsorbed water and the decomposition of functional groups at the sur-
face. [106] Elemental analysis supports this conclusion by showing a decrease
of carbon percentage and an increase of hydrogen amount after the oxi-
dation. The percentage of oxygen could not have been measured directly,
but can be estimated from the difference of carbon percentage before and
after oxidation, resulting in an increase of around 14 wt% for CB-COOH and
22 wt% for CB-OH.

Further analysis of the resulting functional groups was not conducted.
Both synthetic strategies might also yield other functional groups than the
targeted ones. Still, according to literature, it is assumed that most functional
groups are carboxy or hydroxy groups. [98,105]

OH

O
HNO3
H2O

Scheme 4-1: Schematic representation of the functionalization of CB
via oxidation with nitric acid.
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OHNaNO3, H2SO4

KMnO4, H2O2

Scheme 4-2: Schematic representation of the oxidation of CB via Hum-
mers method.
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Figure 4-2: Thermograms of untreated and oxidized CB measured
under N2 atmosphere.

Table 4-1: Weigth percentage of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur and
oxygen before and after the oxidation measured by EA. *The amount
of oxygen could not have been measured directly and was therefore
estimated from the difference of carbon percentage before and after
oxidation.

C H N S O*

/ wt%

CB 96.33 0.26 0.17 <1
CB-COOH 82.12 0.84 0.72 <1 14
CB-OH 74.07 1.64 0.30 1.84 22
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4.3 Introduction of the Anchor Groups for Grafting to CB

4.3 Introduction of the Anchor Groups for Grafting to
CB

The chemical structure of CB offers a variety of possible reactions that
can be performed at the surface. [95] With regards to the main goal of this
work, the functionalization of nanoparticles with SBR for usage as filler
in tire compound, some conditions for the choice of anchor groups had
to be fulfilled. First, the corresponding monomers need to be suitable
for butadiene copolymerization. Second, the grafting reaction should be
simple and without the use of further chemicals, so that grafting could
become possible during the mixing of the tire compound. Considering this,
furan, epoxide and pyridine were chosen as anchor groups and the grafting
mechanisms are shown in Scheme 4-3.

The furan unit is bound to CB via Diels–Alder reaction. The advantage of
this anchor group is that no pretreatment of CB is necessary. [11] A disadvan-
tage could be that the bond might not be stable during vulcanization of the
rubber compound, since Retro-Diels–Alder reaction occurs at temperatures
above 160 °C. [107]

Epoxidized natural rubber is already applied as a compatibilizer in rubber
compounds. [101] The epoxide unit is bound by a ring opening reaction to the
CB surface. For this approach, an increase of hydroxyl groups at the surface
could enhance the grafting density. [108]

O

R

N O

OH

N O

OH

HH

N

R

O
R

OR

O

R

OH

Scheme 4-3: Schematic representation of the grafting mechanisms of
the furan, epoxide and pyridine units to CB.
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4 Anchor Groups-Containing Copolymers Grafted to Carbon Black

The pyridine unit binds via non-covalent π-π interactions and hydrogen
bonds. [103,109] The amount of the latter could be enhanced by increasing the
amount of carboxyl groups at the surface. This non-covalent approach could
be interesting regarding the self-healing ability of the hybrid material. [110]

Copolymerization of the Anchor Groups-Containing Monomers

The polymerization of butadiene copolymers within this work can only be
realized using the high-pressure autoclave (Section 3.2). Since the experi-
mental expense is high and large quantities of the substances are needed for
compounding, another class of monomers was chosen as a model system for
preliminary experiments. Acrylate and methacrylate polymers are often used
for the investigation of mechanical properties of hybrid materials. Usually,
the use of acrylic monomers would be favoured due to their much shorter
reaction time. But it is known for radical polymerizations of acrylates that
monomers with aromatic side groups can undergo undesired crosslinking or
inhibit the polymerization. [111–113] In contrast to that, the polymerization of
methacrylates with aromatic side chains is uncritical. [113] Another advantage
is the commercial availability of the required monomers (Figure 4-3).

Poly(hexyl methacrylate) (PHMA) was chosen as the matrix polymer due
to its glass transition temperature (Tg) around room temperature. [114] Gly-
cidyl methacrylate (GMA), furfuryl methacrylate (FMA) and 4-vinylpyridine
i (VP) were the corresponding anchor group-containing comonomers.

iVinylpyridine consists of two constitutional isomers: 2-vinylpyridine and 4-vinylpyridine. The
1,2-isomer does not have any importance within this work therefore vinylpyridine will be
used synonymous for 1,4-vinylpyridine.

O O

O O

O

O O

O
N

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4-3: Structural formulas of (a) HMA, (b) FMA, (c) GMA and (d)
VP.
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4.3 Introduction of the Anchor Groups for Grafting to CB

Table 4-2: Number average molecular mass, dispersity and comonomer
ratio of hexyl methacrylate copolymers after different polymerization
periods. Polymerizations were performed with CDSPA and AIBN in
50 wt% toluene at 60 °C and with a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio
of 500:1:0.2 and 10 mol% of the comonomer.

t / h M̄n / 104 g mol−1 Ð xCo / mol%

6 4.5 1.2 15.9
P(HMA-co-VP) 12 4.9 1.2 16.4

15 5.1 1.2 16.9

6 4.3 1.4 8.6
P(HMA-co-FMA) 12 8.1 1.6 7.9

15 7.9 1.6 7.7

6 5.1 1.2 11.5
P(HMA-co-GMA) 12 7.1 1.2 12.3

15 7.5 1.2 12.2

The copolymerizations of hexyl methacrylate (HMA) with 10 mol% of the
comonomers were conducted with CDSPA as RAFT agent at 60 °C in 50 wt%
toluene. Table 4-2 gives an overview of the number average molecular mass,
the dispersity (Ð) and the comonomer ratio (xCo) within the polymer af-
ter different periods of polymerization. SEC analysis was performed using
the Mark–Houwink coefficients of HMA and the corresponding MDWs are
shown in Figure E.1. [115] The comonomer ratio was determined via 1H-NMR
analysis by comparison of the intensities of the protons in α-position to the
methacrylic group of HMA and the ring protons of the comonomers. The
results of SEC and 1H-NMR analysis in Table 4-2 confirmed the successful
copolymerizations and a good polymerization control by CDSPA, reflected
in low dispersities. Copolymerizations with FMA and GMA seem to yield
statistical copolymers, since the ratio before and after polymerization is ap-
proximately the same. In contrast to that, the ratio of VP in the copolymer is
1.5 times higher than in the monomer mixture. This indicates the formation
of a gradient copolymer.
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Figure 4-4: Thermograms of CB before and after the functionalization
with hexyl methacrylate copolymers measured under N2 atmosphere.

Grafting of Copolymers to CB

The functionalization of CB was performed in dibenzyl ether (DBE). The
copolymers were dissolved in triple amount of DBE, 20 wt% CB were added
and the dispersions were stirred for 2 h at 120 °C. The reaction temperature
was chosen in accordance to the typical mixing temperature of rubber
compounds. The particles were washed three times with tetrahydrofuran
(THF) to get rid of free polymer and were dried in vacuo.

Figure 4-4 depicts the thermograms of the CB particles before and after
(denoted by the type of CB particles used for the functionalization and the
bound polymer) the functionalization under N2 atmosphere. The weight loss
region from 200 to 450 °C was assigned to the decomposition of the grafted
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4.3 Introduction of the Anchor Groups for Grafting to CB

Table 4-3: Ratio of the comonomers within the used copolymers and
weight loss of CB particles before and after the functionalization deter-
mined by TGA under N2 atmosphere between 200-450 °C.

xCo / mol% Weight loss / wt%

CB 0.9
CB-OH 6.2
CB-COOH 5.5
CB-P(HMA-co-FMA) 8.6 10.9
CB-P(HMA-co-GMA) 12.3 12.0
CB-OH-P(HMA-co-GMA) 12.3 14.7
CB-P(HMA-co-VP) 16.4 12.2
CB-COOH-P(HMA-co-VP) 16.4 21.2
CB-PHMA 10.6

copolymers and the corresponding weight losses are given in Table 4-3. All
functionalized CB samples show a weight loss in this area, which indicates a
successful functionalization of CB by the anchor groups. Ranging from 10.0
to 12.2 wt%, the weight losses for CB without pretreatment are relatively
similar. In case of GMA and VP, the weight loss is increased through the
usage of oxidized CB. Within the respective temperature region the oxidized
CB particles also exhibit a weight loss before the functionalization (Table 4-
2). On the one hand this weight loss originates from the decomposition of
the functional groups at the CB surface introduced via oxidation. On the
other hand it might also come from adsorbed solvent and water molecules
trapped within the CB layers or agglomerates. Through the encapsulation
their decomposition temperature is increased. A similar behavior is known
e.g. from silica nanoparticles prepared via Stöber method (Subsection 3.3.1).
Since it is not known if these encapsulated solvent or water molecules are
also present after the functionalization, the amount of grafted copolymer
can only be estimated by the difference of the weight losses of the oxidized
CB particles before and after the functionalization. For oxidized CB function-
alized with GMA copolymer the estimated amount of grafted copolymer is
lower compared to the use of untreated CB, which is contradictory to the
proposed binding mechanism in Scheme 4-3. But in case of VP the amount
of grafted copolymer is increased through the use of oxidized CB. This might
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4 Anchor Groups-Containing Copolymers Grafted to Carbon Black

be an indicator that more copolymer is grafted to the CB surface through
additional hydrogen bonds.

Additionally, a sample of pure PHMA was mixed with CB under the same
grafting conditions as a reference. The weight loss of the resulting CB
particles of 10.6 wt% is similar to that of the copolymers with untreated CB.
This indicates that adsorption of polymer to CB occurs, since PHMA does
not contain anchor groups for CB. This is an important fact to be considered
when it comes to the interpretation of the TGA curves.

Solution Behavior of Functionalized CB

Using CB, it is barley possible to distinguish between grafted or simply ad-
sorbed polymer by analytical methods. Under the assumption that adsorbed
polymer is bound weaker to the surface than grafted polymer, the solution be-
havior could provide insights into the binding situation. Non-functionalized
CB is hardly dispersable in THF, which is a good solvent for the copolymers.
Through functionalization of CB by grafting of polymer, the solubility of CB
in THF is enhanced.

The same weight fractions of CB particles were dispersed in THF under
sonication for 5 min and the precipitation of the particles was monitored for
7 days (Figure 4-5). Precipitation of untreated CB, CB-COOH and CB-PHMA
was observed already after 5 min. CB-OH showed significant precipitation
after 90 min. CB-P(HMA-co-GMA) started to settle down after 210 min, fol-
lowed by CB-P(HMA-co-FMA) after 24 h. CB-OH-P(HMA-co-GMA) showed
slight precipitation after 7 days, while the CB particles containing vinylpyri-
dine still remained dispersed.

The fact that CB-HMA behaved like non-functionalized CB samples in-
dicates, that the polymer is only bound weakly to the surface through
adsorption. The functionalized CB particles started to settle down after-
wards. From this results it can be concluded that at least a fraction of the
copolymer is bound to CB through the anchor groups. As discussed before, in
case of the GMA copolymer the amount of grafted polymer was lower using
the oxidized CB compared to the untreated CB. The results of the solution
behavior showed, that the untreated CB particles functionalized with the
GMA copolymer settled down much earlier compared to the oxidized parti-
cles. This indicates, that the fraction of covalently bound GMA copolymer
is increased by the oxidation of the CB particles, supporting the proposed
binding mechanism in Scheme 4-3. Both the untreated and oxidized CB
particles functionalized with the VP copolymer still remained dispersed after
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Figure 4-5: CB samples dispersed in THF under sonication and moni-
tored afterwards for 7 days.
A: CB, B: CB-OH, C: CB-COOH, D: CB-P(HMA-co-FMA), E: CB-P(HMA-
co-GMA), F: CB-OH-P(HMA-co-GMA), G: CB-P(HMA-co-VP), H: CB-
COOH-P(HMA-co-VP), I: CB-PHMA.

one week. This points out that the majority of the VP copolymer is bound
to the CB surface through the anchor groups and that these non-covalent
interactions are strong, making the pyridine anchor a promising candidate
for the functionalization of CB.
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4 Anchor Groups-Containing Copolymers Grafted to Carbon Black

4.4 Grafting of Pentyl Methacrylate Copolymers to CB

After the successful grafting of the copolymers to CB, the influence of func-
tionalization on the mechanical properties of filled composites was supposed
to be investigated by DMA. It turned out, that composite test specimen,
consisting of functionalized CB in a matrix of PHMA, were too soft to be
measured with DMA. The measurement of PHMA in a material pocket
showed a Tg of about 3 °C taken from the maximum of the loss modulus
(Figure 4-6). Consequently, the polymer is already in the viscous state at
ambient temperature and another matrix polymer had to be found. As the
copolymerizations with methacrylates worked well and the corresponding
anchor groups-containing monomers are commercially available, the class
of methacrylates had to be maintained. For the fabrication and the testing
of specimen with DMA, a Tg little below room temperature is very suitable.

There are some reports in literature about the relaxation behaviour of
poly(n-alkyl methacrylates), showing an almost linear increase of Tg with
decreasing number of n. [114,116] Beiner et al. determined the Tg of poly(butyl
methacrylate) to be about 30 °C via rheometry. [116] With the linear trend
concerning the relaxation behavior PPnMA was a promising candidate. The
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Figure 4-6: Temperature-dependent loss modulus of PHMA and PnMA
measured by DMA in material pockets.
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4.4 Grafting of Pentyl Methacrylate Copolymers to CB

Tg taken from the loss modulus of a DMA measurement in a material pocket
was determined at 20 °C (Figure 4-6). Thus, PPnMA is a suitable matrix
polymer.

In contrast to other monomers of this class, the polymerization of pentyl
methacrylate has not been studied in detail yet. Therefore, the kinetic param-
eters of the radical polymerization were determined via pulsed laser poly-
merization techniques. This required the determination of the temperature-
dependent density (ρ(T )) of the monomer and of the Mark–Houwink co-
efficients of PPnMA for the analysis of the molar weight distribution via
SEC. [89]

4.4.1 Mark–Houwink Coefficients of PPnMA
ii For a given polymer, the Mark–Houwink equation (Equation (4.1)) relates
intrinsic viscosity ([η]) to molar mass (M):

[η] = K ·Ma (4.1)

with K and a being the two Mark–Houwink parameter. [117,118] The SEC
setup is mostly calibrated with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or
polystyrene standards and the molecular weight of a polymer under in-
vestigation is determined via universal calibration on the basis of the Mark–
Houwink coefficients of both polymers according to Equation (4.2).

logM1 =
1 + a2
1 + a1

· logM2 +
1

1 + a1
· log

K2

K1
. (4.2)

This approach was used in a reversed fashion. The parameters KPPnMA and
aPPnMA, which were not known so far, have been deduced from a double-
log plot according to Equation (4.3), of the SEC data obtained with PMMA
calibration in conjunction with calculated molecular weights of PPnMA
samples from RAFT polymerizations. Equation (4.3) is a re-arranged form of
Equation (4.2).

log (KPMMA ·MaPMMA+1
PMMA ) = log (KPPnMA) + logMPPnMA · (aPPnMA + 1).

(4.3)

For the PPnMA samples from RAFT polymerization the theoretical number-
average molecular weight has been estimated via Equation (4.4) from monomer

iiAdapted with permission from A. Nitschke, L. Riemann,L. Kollenbach,V. Braun,M. Buback,P.
Vana, Macromolecular Chemistry and Physics 2020, 221(1), 1900345.
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conversion (U), from the molar mass of the monomer (MM) and of the RAFT
agent (MRAFT) and from the initial concentrations of RAFT agent (cRAFT)
and of monomer (c0M). [28,30]

M̄n,theo =
U · c0M ·MM

cRAFT
+MRAFT. (4.4)

The Mark–Houwink Equation (4.1) is strictly speaking only valid for the
viscosity average molar mass, M̄v, as representative for molar mass M ,
which, however, is not accessible here. As an approximation, which is
especially valid for narrowly dispersed polymer from RAFT polymerization,
M̄n or the weigth average molar mass (M̄w) can substitute for M̄v. As the
exponent a is typically above 0.5 (also for PnMA as demonstrated below),
M̄w is closer to M̄v and thus the better choice in order to minimize the error
of the method. The weight-averaged molecular weight M̄w,PPnMA is thus
calculated via Ð using Equation (4.5), which is estimated from the SEC curve
via PMMA calibration.

M̄w,PPnMA = M̄n,theo · Ð. (4.5)

Samples with molecular weights between 25 000 and 111 000 g mol−1 and
with dispersities Ð < 1.3 were synthesized under variation of both monomer-
to-RAFT ratio and polymerization time. The resulting double-log plot ac-
cording to Equation (4.3) is shown in Figure 4-7. The Mark–Houwink co-
efficients of PPnMA at 35 °C in THF were found from the linear fit to be:
K = 25.7·10−3 mL g−1 and a = 0.615.

4.4.2 Kinetics of the Radical Polymerization of PnMA
iii For the design of polymerization processes the propagation rate coefficient
(kp) and the termination rateiv should be accurately known. [119–121] The
well-established method for kp determination is pulsed laser polymerization
in conjunction with size-exclusion chromatography (PLP–SEC). [120] The kp
value is obtained from maxima Li of the first-derivative curve of the MWD
measured on the product from polymerization induced by a photoinitiator

iiiAdapted with permission from A. Nitschke, L. Riemann,L. Kollenbach,V. Braun,M. Buback,P.
Vana, Macromolecular Chemistry and Physics 2019, doi:10.1002/macp.201900345.

ivThe termination kinetics of PnMA was investigated via single-pulse PLP electron resonance
spectroscopy by Lara Riemann. As the results are presented within the respective publication,
the results will not be discussed further within this work. [89]
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Figure 4-7: Double-log plot for determination of the Mark–Houwink
coefficients of poly(pentyl methacrylate) according to Equation 4.3

under periodic laser pulsing at a precisely known laser pulse repetition rate,
p.r.r.:

Li = i · kp · cM · t0 i = 1, 2, 3, ... (4.6)

where cM is monomer concentration and t0 is the time between two succes-
sive laser pulses, given by the inverse of pulse repetition rate. [122] The first
such maximum is mostly used for kp determination. The reliability of the
so-obtained kp data should, however, be verified via the internal consistency
criteria: [119]

L1

L2
≈ 0.50 and

L2

L3
≈ 0.67. (4.7)

PLP–SEC analysis over a range of temperatures requires the knowledge of
monomer density as a function of temperature. The measurements were
performed at temperatures between 25.5 and 60.2 °C in bulk and in toluene
solution. They resulted in linear relations of density vs. temperature for
each concentration (Table 4-4).
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4 Anchor Groups-Containing Copolymers Grafted to Carbon Black

Table 4-4: Parameters of the linear fits of temperature-dependent den-
sity ρ(T ) = b−m · T for PnMA in bulk and at different concentrations
in toluene solution.

cPnMA/ M m / 10−4 g K mL−1 b / g K mL−1

1.5 6.42781 1.0586
2.7 6.39979 1.60122
bulk 6.20885 1.06314
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Figure 4-8: Molecular weight distribution and associated first-derivative
curve for PLP–SEC experiments on bulk radical polymerizations of
pentyl methacrylate at two temperatures and different p.r.r.’s. The
abscissa refers to PMMA molar masses which have been used for cali-
bration of the SEC setup.

PLP–SEC Experiments in Bulk

Pulsed laser polymerizations in bulk were performed between 19.8 and
59.9 °C. At each temperature, laser pulsing was carried out at p.r.r.’s of 7 and
10 Hz. The number of applied laser pulses was chosen such that monomer
conversion was kept below 5 %. Figure 4-8 shows the MWD’s of PPnMA
samples from PLP–SEC together with the associated first-derivative curves
for two temperatures and different p.r.r.’s. The MWD’s exhibit distinct first
maxima, a smaller second maximum and a weak third maximum.

The kp values were determined from the maxima of the first-derivate
curves, in particular from the first such maximum, after calculation, via
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4.4 Grafting of Pentyl Methacrylate Copolymers to CB

Table 4-5: Reaction conditions and results from the PLP–SEC analysis
of the radical polymerization of pentyl methacrylate in bulk at ambient
pressure with an initiator concentration of cDMPA = 5.0 mmol L −1.
Laser pulse repetition rate p.r.r., and the ratios of inflection points Li.
Monomer conversion was always below 5 %.

T / °C p.r.r. / Hz kp / L mol−1 s−1 L1/L2 L2/L3

21.0 7 354 0.51 0.66
19.8 7 343 0.51 0.65
22.4 10 357 0.50 0.68
19.8 10 339 0.51 0.65
36.5 7 594 0.50 0.64
37.5 7 611 0.50
36.8 10 611 0.52 0.65
37.7 10 604 0.51 0.65
50.9 7 830 0.49
49.9 7 814 0.49
50.9 10 880 0.50 0.64
49.9 10 864 0.50 0.65
59.0 7 1055 0.46
57.9 7 1048 0.48
59.9 10 1091 0.50 0.63
59.0 10 1136 0.49

Equation (4.2), the characteristic positions of PPnMA from the data referring
to PMMA. The consistency criteria for reliable kp analysis are fulfilled for
the entire set of experiments, as testified by the listed ratios of inflection
point positions. The bulk kp values are summarized in Table 4-5. Depicted
in Figure 4-9 is the temperature dependence of kp for bulk PnMA. The
Arrhenius fit represented by the straight line reads:

ln [kp(PnMA)/(L mol−1 s−1)] = 15.60 − 2861 · (T/K)−1

(19.8 ◦C ≤ θ ≤ 59.9 ◦C)
(4.8)

with an activation energy of EA(kp) = (23.8±0.4) kJ mol−1 and a pre-
exponential factor of A(kp) = (6.0±1.0) · 106 L mol−1 s−1. As can be seen
from Table 4-6, both numbers are close to the ones of other alkyl methacry-
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Figure 4-9: Temperature dependence of the propagation rate coefficient
of bulk PnMA polymerization.

lates, which demonstrates the family behavior of methacrylate propagation
rate. [122,123]

Benchmark values of kp for several bulk alkyl methacrylates have been
published as a function of polymerization temperature. This data from PLP–
SEC reveals an increase in kp with increasing length of the alkyl side chain,
e.g. in passing from MMA to dodecyl methacrylate (DMA), kp increases by
about 50 %. [122,123] The Arrhenius straight lines for several alkyl methacry-
lates are plotted in Figure 4-10. Even within an experimental accuracy of
±15 %, the data in Figure 4-10 clearly indicates that bulk kp increases to-
ward larger size of the alkyl side chain. [122] Moreover, the kp of tert-BMA is
slightly below the kp of PnMA and also fits in this family behavior. [124]

PLP–SEC Experiments in Toluene Solution

PLP experiments on PnMA were also carried out in toluene solution, at
two concentrations, p.r.r.’s of 7 and 10 Hz with monomer conversion being
kept below 5 %. Figure 4-11 depicts normalized MWD’s for samples from
PLP–SEC experiments in toluene solution and in bulk at 50 °C and a p.r.r.
of 10 Hz. The MWD’s exhibit a distinct first maximum, a smaller second
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4.4 Grafting of Pentyl Methacrylate Copolymers to CB

Table 4-6: Arrhenius parameters for MMA, EMA, BMA, PnMA and
DMA bulk radical polymerizations determined via PLP–SEC at ambient
pressure.

A(kp) / 106 L mol−1 s−1 EA(kp)/ kJ mol−1 Ref.

MMA 2.7 22.4 [123]

EMA 4.1 23.4 [122]

BMA 3.8 22.9 [122]

PnMA 6.0 23.8 this work
DMA 2.5 21.0 [122]
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Figure 4-10: Arrhenius plot of the propagation rate coefficient for
bulk radical polymerizations of methyl methacrylate (MMA), [123]

ethyl methacrylate (EMA), [122] butyl methacrylate (BMA), [122] pentyl
methacrylate (PnMA), and dodecyl methacrylate (DMA) [122].

maximum and even a weak third maximum. In passing from dilute solution
(1.5 M) to the bulk system, the maximum positions are shifted toward higher
values because of the increasing monomer content. The kp data for 1.5 and
2.7 molar solutions of PnMA in toluene are listed in Table 4-7. The ratios
of inflection point positions again show that the consistency criteria are
fulfilled.
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Figure 4-11: Normalized molecular weight distributions of PLP–SEC
samples produced by radical polymerization of PnMA in bulk and in
mixtures with toluene at 50 °C at a p.r.r. of 10 Hz. The SEC setup was
calibrated with PMMA standards.

The temperature dependence of kp for 1.5 and 2.7 M PnMA polymeriza-
tions in toluene solution is shown in Figure 4-12 together with the bulk kp
data. The straight-line fits to the 1.5 M and to the bulk data reveal that kp of
PnMA decreases upon dilution in toluene. With the exception of MMA, no
kp data for other alkyl methacrylates in toluene solution have been reported.
Beuermann et al. showed that the kp for MMA in toluene solution is above
the bulk MMA value. In contrast, the kp values of iso-bornyl methacrylate
in toluene solution are below bulk kp. [125] The authors attributed these
opposite effects on kp to the difference of molar volume of monomer and
solvent. [125]

Within studies into alkyl acrylate polymerizations in toluene solution, the
group of Vairon made similar observations. [126] With small acrylates, such
as methyl acrylate, bulk kp was lower than the solution value, whereas the
opposite type of behavior, i.e., higher bulk kp, was found for acrylates with
a large side chain, e.g., for nonyl acrylate. Despite some early debate on
this finding, the adequate explanation of this effect is related to the impact
of the molecular environment on the rotational mobility of the transition
state for propagation. [127–129] Larger such hindrance to rotational mobility
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Figure 4-12: Temperature dependence of kp for PnMA polymerizations
in bulk and in toluene at different monomer concentrations.

in the transition state structure is accompanied by an entropy penalty which
reduces the pre-exponential and thus lowers kp. The above-mentioned
argument about the relative size of monomer and solvent molecules may be
considered as a special case of the general entropy argument. As bulk kp is
lower than the value in toluene with small alkyl side chains, but is larger
for long side chains, the trend must be reversed at intermediate sizes of the
alkyl group. This is the case at about the alkyl size of butyl acrylate. [128]

The results for PnMA and for MMA suggest that the same type of behavior
will probably occur within the methacrylate family. This assumption remains
to be investigated by solution experiments, e.g. into dodecyl methacrylate in
toluene.
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Table 4-7: Reaction conditions and results from the PLP–SEC analysis
of the radical polymerization of pentyl methacrylate in toluene solu-
tion at ambient pressure with an initiator concentration of cDMPA =
5.0 mmol L−1. Listed are the concentration of the initial monomer so-
lution at room temperature (c), the laser pulse repetition rate p.r.r.,
and the ratios of inflection points Li. Monomer conversion was always
below 5 %.

c / M T / °C p.r.r. / Hz kp / L mol−1 s−1 L1/L2 L2/L3

1.5

22.2 7 306 0.50 0.64
20.3 7 298 0.50 0.64
20.3 10 288 0.49 0.64
19.5 10 286 0.49 0.64
36.2 7 512 0.51 0.65
37.3 7 509 0.50 0.65
36.6 10 522 0.50 0.65
37.5 10 522 0.52 0.64
49.0 7 720 0.51 0.66
50.6 7 747 0.51 0.65
49.2 10 741 0.51 0.64
47.0 10 731 0.51 0.63
60.1 7 951 0.52
58.3 7 941 0.52 0.65
59.5 10 940 0.51
58.4 10 949 0.51

2.7

19.5 10 335 0.50 0.65
18.9 10 321 0.52 0.64
51.1 7 793 0.51 0.66
49.9 7 797 0.51 0.67
50.7 10 794 0.51 0.66
50.2 10 802 0.50 0.66
59.4 7 994 0.50
58.9 7 1003 0.51 0.65
59.8 10 1011 0.51 0.67
59.4 10 1016 0.51 0.66
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4.4.3 Investigation of the Grafting Conditions

In the following section, the conditions for grafting of anchor groups-
containing copolymers to CB are further investigated to gain deeper un-
derstanding of the grafting mechanisms and the tuning of the grafting
density. Untreated and oxidized CB particles were functionalized with PnMA
copolymers (Table 4-8) under variation of time and temperature.

Furan Anchor

The grafting conditions and the weight loss after functionalization obtained
from TGA are given in Table 4-9. The weight loss in TGA of untreated CB
functionalized with FMA copolymer is equal under all conditions. This was
unexpected, since it is known, that the mechanism of Diels–Alder reaction
is temperature-dependent. Springer showed, that the grafting density of a
furan-containing RAFT agent could be enhanced with increasing temperature
up to 130 °C. [11] For both types of oxidized CB no weight loss was observable
so the grafting of FMA copolymer to oxidized CB was not successful.

The investigation of the solution behavior of functionalized and non-
functionalized CB in Section 4.3 showed, that the CB particles functionalized
with FMA copolymer started to settle down much earlier than the other
copolymer-functionalized particles. Keeping this in mind, there are two
possible explanations for the given results. On the one hand, because of the
high aromaticity of CB, little percentage of furan units can bind to the surface

Table 4-8: Number average molecular mass, dispersity and comonomer
ratio of pentyl methacrylate copolymers after different polymeriza-
tion periods. SEC analysis was conducted using the Mark–Houwink
coefficients of PPnMA. The MWDs of the copolymers are shown in
Figure F.1. Polymerizations were performed with CDSPA and AIBN in
bulk at 60 °C, a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 250:1:0.2 was
used. The comonomer ratio was 10 mol% in case of FMA and GMA and
5 mol% in case of VP.

t / h M̄n / 104 g mol−1 Ð xCo / mol%

P(PnMA-co-VP) 22 3.4 1.5 6.5
P(PnMA-co-FMA) 8 2.4 1.2 11.3
P(PnMA-co-GMA) 8 4.6 2.7 12.2
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Table 4-9: Weight loss of functionalized CB after the grafting of P(PnMA-
co-X) determined by TGA under N2 atmosphere between 200-450 °C.
The functionalization was conducted in DBE with 20 wt% CB with
respect to the copolymer.

Weight loss / wt%

20 °C 20 °C 60 °C 120 °C
X CB 1 h 18 h 4 h 2 h

CB 8 8 8 7
FMA CB-OH - - - 0

CB-COOH - - - 0

CB 26 25 23 20
GMA CB-OH 25 26 19 36

CB-COOH 31 - - 35

CB 9 9 9 9
VP CB-OH 15 21 - 21

CB-COOH 16 16 17 15

even at low temperatures, but with increasing degree of functionalization
or by oxidation Diels–Alder reaction can not proceed anymore, since the
aromatic system is disturbed. On the other hand, the polymer is just adsorbed
on the surface and by increasing the amount of functional groups through
oxidation the van der Waals interactions between polymer and CB decrease,
leading to less polymer on the surface. The preparation of reference samples
of oxidized CB and PnMA homopolymer would be necessary to validate
these theories.

Epoxide Anchor

The CB particles functionalized with the GMA copolymer show overall the
highest weight loss compared to the other copolymers. With respect to the
molecular mass of the copolymers (Table 4-8), the grafting density is four
times that of the CB particles functionalized with the VP copolymer.

Before the discussion of the results it has to be noted, that the samples
became poorly dispersable after functionalization, suggesting some kind of
network formation. This behaviour was not observable under the use of the
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corresponding HMA copolymer. The MWD exhibits a shoulder (Figure F.1)
and the resulting dispersity of the copolymer is 2.7, which indicates network
formation within the copolymer. But after polymerization or stirring in DBE
at 120 °C, the polymer was still well soluble. Maybe, additional network
formation is somehow catalyzed by CB during the grafting reaction.

The weight loss of GMA copolymer grafted to untreated CB is more or
less independent of the conditions (Table 4-9), as been seen before for the
particles functionalized with FMA copolymer. Compared to the samples with
untreated CB, the weight loss under the use of CB-OH is only increased
after reaction at 120 °C. This is in accordance with the results of the HMA
copolymer, but the increase is significantly larger. The grafting to CB-COOH
at 120 °C results in the same weight loss than for CB-OH. Furthermore, the
highest weight loss after 1 h at 20 °C was obtained for CB-COOH. The ratio
of functional groups after the oxidation of CB could not be determined.
As stated in literature, it was simply assumed that via Hummer’s method
mainly hydroxy functions and by use of nitric acid carboxy functions were
introduced. [98,105] The results of functionalization of both types of oxidized
CB particles with the GMA copolymer indicate, that the amount of introduced
hydroxy groups might be approximately the same using both oxidation
methods.

Due to the network formation, the actual amount of copolymer grafted
directly to the surface of CB can not be determined. Besides, the samples
are unsuitable as filler for composites, since the dispersion within the matrix
most propably be poor. A lower ratio of GMA within the copolymer might
reduce the network formation.

Pyridine Anchor

The weight loss of grafted VP copolymer varied for the different types of
CB but was more or less independent of the reaction conditions (Table 4-9).
As discussed before, oxidation increases the amount of hydrogen bonds,
resulting in an enhanced grafting density. The results show, that the non-
covalent grafting of pyridine anchors happens fast and without the need of
any additional activation, since no chemical bond has to be formed.

In addition, copolymers with varying ratio of VP were synthesized and
the weight loss after grafting to CB and CB-COOH at room temperature was
determined by TGA (Table 4-10). The results are comparable with the ones
already discussed under similar conditions (Table 4-9). The weight loss of
functionalized CB-COOH particles is twice that of untreated CB particles.
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Table 4-10: Number average molecular mass, dispersity and
comonomer ratio of P(PnMA-co-VP) and weight loss of copolymer after
grafting to CB. SEC analysis was conducted using the Mark–Houwink
coefficients of PPnMA (Subsection 4.4.1). Weight loss was determined
by TGA under N2 atmosphere between 200-450 °C. Polymerizations
were performed with CDSPA and AIBN in bulk at 60°C for 22 h with a
monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 250:1:0.2 with varying monomer
ratios of VP (xVP,M). Functionalization was conducted at ambient
temperature for 16 h in acetone with 66 wt% CB with respect to the
copolymer.

xVP,M M̄n Ð xCo Weight loss / wt%

/ mol% / 104 g mol−1 / mol% CB CB-COOH

12.5 3.0 1.4 10 14.7 21.2
25 3.0 1.4 24 11.9 19.8
50 2.8 1.2 38 11.2 19.8

Regarding the comonomer ratio no significant difference of the weight loss
can be observed. Since the molar masses of copolymers are alike, this
indicates that the amount of grafted polymer is independent of the ratio of
VP within the copolymer.

The properties of the non-covalent grafting mechanism make the pyridine
anchor the most promising anchor group. It might be used to design self-
healing materials containing CB. Furthermore, functionalization of CB does
not necessarily need to be performed prior to mixing of a compound, since
the reaction is fast and might be done in situ.

4.4.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of CB-P(PnMA-co-X) Filled
Composites

The influence of functionalization of CB on its filler properties was investi-
gated via DMA. Test specimen were produced by injection moulding. There-
fore matrix polymer was dissolved in acetone, CB was added and the disper-
sion was mixed under sonication for 20 min. Before injection moulding, the
composites and the pure matrix polymer were dried in vacuo at 80 °C for 5
days. The composites consisted of PPnMA as matrix with 10 wt% of CB (Ta-
ble 4-11). The amount of CB of functionalized particles was calculated with
respect to the residual mass at 450 °C determined by TGA. The temperature-
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Table 4-11: Number average molecular mass, dispersity and
comonomer ratio of PPnMA and pentyl methacrylate copolymers and
weight loss of copolymers after grafting-to CB. SEC analysis was con-
ducted using the Mark–Houwink coefficients of PPnMA (Subsection
4.4.1). Weight loss was determined by TGA under N2 atmosphere be-
tween 200-450 °C. Polymerizations were performed with CDSPA and
AIBN in 50 V% toluene at 60°C for 22 h (VP comonomer) or 8 h (other
samples) with a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 250:1:0.2. The
comonomer ratio was 10 mol% in case of FMA and GMA and 5 mol% in
case of VP. Functionalization was conducted at 120 °C for 2 h in DBE
with 20 wt% CB with respect to the copolymer.

M̄n Ð xCo Weight loss
/ 104 g mol−1 / mol% / wt%

PPnMA 2.9 1.2 - -
CB-P(PnMA-co-VP) 3.1 1.2 7.5 11.5
CB-P(PnMA-co-FMA) 2.4 1.4 8.0 9.8
CB-P(PnMA-co-GMA) 2.5 1.2 12.9 9.6

dependent storage modulus (Figure 4-13), loss modulus (Figure 4-14) and
tan δ (Figure 4-15) were determined between −60 and 80 °C with a heating
rate of 2 K min−1 in a single cantilever geometry. For each composite, three
specimen were measured and the results were averaged.

The CB-containing samples show an enhanced storage modulus over tem-
perature compared to the pure matrix polymer (Figure 4-13). Thereby the
difference is big in the glassy state and low in the viscous state. This is in
accordance to theory (Subsection 2.3.2), since the elastic part is increased
by the addition of filler. [57] Samples filled with FMA and VP copolymer-
functionalized CB have the highest moduli, whereas no difference is ob-
servable for the GMA-containing sample compared to non-functionalized
CB.

A similar trend can be seen for the loss modulus (Figure 4-14). The
CB-containing samples show a significant increase of the loss modulus
compared to the pure matrix polymer but the Tg, which is presented by
the maximum of the curves, is not shifted. This also correlates with the
theory of filler properties (Subsection 2.3.2). Polymer–filler interactions
enhance the viscosity, resulting in an increase of energy demand for the
deformation of the composite. [57] Again, the samples filled with FMA and
VP copolymer-functionalized CB show the highest moduli.
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Figure 4-13: Temperature-dependent storage modulus of the pure ma-
trix polymer PPnMA and of PPnMA composites filled with 10 wt% of
untreated and functionalized CB.

The tan δ of filled samples is lower compared to the pure matrix polymer
(Figure 4-15). The tan δ is the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus.
This shows that the elasticity of the polymer is increased stronger than
the viscosity through the addition of filler. When the glass transition was
passed the polymer is in the rubber state and the specimen became too soft
at some point and the measurement was stopped. The composites filled
with functionalized CB show an enhanced dimensional stability compared
to the non-functionalized CB. This results from additional reinforcement of
the polymer–filler interactions, since the bound polymer entangles with the
matrix polymer.

The given results show, that the functionalization of CB with surface
bound polymer enhances its reinforcing properties, since the polymer–filler
interactions are increased, whereas the filler–filler interactions are decreased.
Especially for the VP copolymer-functionalized CB composite, a significant
difference compared to non-functionalized CB is observable.
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Figure 4-14: Temperature-dependent loss modulus of the pure ma-
trix polymer PPnMA and of PPnMA composites filled with 10 wt% of
untreated and functionalized CB.
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Figure 4-15: Temperature-dependent tan δ of the pure matrix polymer
PPnMA and of PPnMA composites filled with 10 wt% of untreated and
functionalized CB.
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4.5 Functionalized CB as Filler in Tire Compounds

To investigate the influence of the functionalization of CB on its properties as
a reinforcing filler in tire compounds, the grafting-to approach needs to be
conducted with butadiene copolymers. Therefore, suitable monomers with
the anchor groups studied previously in this work will be presented and their
copolymerization with butadiene studied. At least, the functionalization of
CB with butadiene copolymers will be discussed.

4.5.1 Synthesis of Butadiene Copolymers

The miscibility of polymers depends on their interactions described by the
Flory–Huggins theory. To ensure proper interactions between the surface
bound copolymer and the matrix of the compound, the polymers need to mix
and therefore be alike. [130] As a consequence, the comonomer ratio within
the copolymer should be little. Also, the surface bound copolymer should
have a Tg similar to the matrix polymer. Therefore, the synthesis of ter-
polymers consisting of butadiene, styrene and the anchor group containing
comonomers might be favorable.

For the synthesis of butadiene copolymers containing furan and epoxide an-
chor groups styrene based-comonomers were synthesized. The structures of
glycidyl 4-vinylbenzyl ether (GMSt) and 4-furfuryloxymethylstyrene (FMSt)
are shown in Figure 4-16. Besides the direct introduction of the anchor
groups during copolymerization, a post-functionalization of the copolymer

O

O

O

O

Cl

GMSt FMSt CMSt

Figure 4-16: Structures of styrene based monomers glycidyl 4-
vinylbenzyl ether (GMSt), 4-furfuryloxymethylstyrene (FMSt) and 4-
(chloromethyl)styrene (CMSt) for copolymerization with butadiene.
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Table 4-12: Number average molecular mass, dispersity and
comonomer ratio of P(Bd-co-St-co-X) before and after the polymeriza-
tion. SEC analysis was conducted using the Mark–Houwink coefficients
of polybutadiene. The copolymer ratios were determined via 1H-NMR
analysis. The terpolymerizations were performed with BPTT and ACCN
in toluene at 87 °C for 24 h and with a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator
ratio of 3700:1:1.7. The copolymerization of Bd and VP was performed
with CDSPA as RAFT agent and ACCN in toluene at 87 °C for 24 h and
with a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 3000:1:1.7.

x/ mol%

X Bd St X M̄n / 104 g mol−1 Ð

FMSt
monomer 73 17 10
polymer - - - - -

GMSt
monomer 73 24 3
polymer 68 25 7 1.4 1.6

CMSt

monomer 73 17 10
polymer 36 28 36 2.8 3.3

monomer 73 24 3
polymer 57 20 23 1.1 3.0

VP

monomer 73 17 10
polymer 50 26 24 1.0 3.3

monomer 73 24 3
polymer 58 25 17 0.7 2.7

monomer 90 - 10
polymer 87 - 13 1.3 1.7

is possible too. Therefore, 4-(chloromethyl)styrene (CMSt, Figure 4-16) was
also used as comonomer for later O-etherification. [107,131] The advantage of
this approach is, that the copolymer can be functionalized with a variety of
anchor groups. Terpolymerizations were conducted with a constant ratio of
butadiene under variation of the styrene-to-comonomer ratio.

Table 4-12 gives an overview of the copolymer compositions before and
after the polymerization and the results from SEC analysis. Since the copoly-
mer containing FMSt could not be re-dissolved, analysis was not possible.
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This is most likely due to crosslinking during the polymerization through
Diels–Alder reaction of the furan unit and butadiene double bonds.

The copolymerization of GMSt resulted in a copolymer with 7 mol% of
the comonomer and a dispersity of 1.7. The butadiene ratio is lower than
in the monomer mixture, indicating that the comonomer radical favors the
addition of styrene monomers and vice versa.

This tendency is even more distinct for the CMSt comonomer. Both poly-
merizations gave copolymers with a much higher CMSt and lower butadiene
ratio than in the monomer mixture. Also, the dispersity of both copolymers
was over 3, which is very high for RAFT polymerizations. Since the copoly-
merization of FMSt and butadiene did not work, the copolymerization with
CMSt should be investigated further. The favored copolymer composition
could be achieved by increasing the butadiene ratio, but may be ending up
with a gradient copolymer instead of a statistical one.

From the results of CB functionalization with methacrylate copolymers
vinylpyridine was the most interesting comonomer. Like the copolymers
containing CMSt, the ratio of VP was higher and butadiene ratio was lower
than in the monomer mixture. The dispersities close to 3 indicating bad
control of the polymerization by the RAFT agent BPTT. Additionally, the
copolymerization seems to be slow, resulting in a low M̄n.

Overall, the terpolymerizations yield polymers with high dispersities.
Therefore a copolymerization of Bd and VP without additional styrene
was conducted. The resulting P(Bd-co-VP) has a comonomer ratio of VP
of 13 mol%, which is only little higher than in the monomer mixture and
so it is most likely a statistical copolymer. Also, the use of CDSPA as RAFT
agent let to better control of the polymerization, resulting in a dispersity
of 1.7. Additionally, a higher molar mass compared to the VP-containing
terpolymers was achieved.

4.5.2 Functionalization of CB with Butadiene Copolymers

The results of CB functionalization with anchor groups-containing copoly-
mers showed that pyridine is a suitable anchor group. The functionalization
was more or less independent of the grafting conditions and the resulting hy-
brid material might also have self-healing properties due to the non-covalent
grafting mechanism. Moreover, the oxidation of CB particles let to an in-
crease of the grafting density of the vinylpyridine copolymer. Therefore, CB
and CB-COOH particles functionalized with the copolymer P(Bd-co-VP) were
synthezised for application as fillers in tire compounds.
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Figure 4-17: Thermograms of untreated CB, oxidized CB (CB-COOH)
and copolymer-functionalized CB (CB-P(Bd-co-VP) and (CB-COOH-
P(Bd-co-VP)) measured under N2 atmosphere.

Table 4-13: Weight percentage of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen mea-
sured by EA and weight loss between 250 and 450 °C measured by TGA
under N2 atmosphere of untreated CB, oxidized CB (CB-COOH) and
copolymer-functionalized CB (CB-P(Bd-co-VP) and (CB-COOH-P(Bd-
co-VP)). The copolymer P(Bd-co-VP) (M̄n = 1.3 ·104 g mol−1, Ð = 1.7,
xVP = 13 mol%) used for functionalization was synthesized via RAFT
polymerization (Subsection 6.4.1). The functionalization was conducted
at room temperature for 16 h in cyclohexane with a CB-to-copolymer
mass ratio of 3:2.

C H N Weight loss

/ wt%

CB 96.56 < 0.5 < 0.3 0.9
CB-P(Bd-co-VP) 95.35 1.53 0.65 5.4
CB-COOH 83.49 0.79 0.61 4.5
CB-COOH-P(Bd-co-VP) 85.05 2.63 1.29 10.1

The functionalization was conducted in cyclohexane at room temperature
for 16 h. Cyclohexane was chosen as solvent since it is a good solvent for
the CB particles and the copolymer. The successful functionalization was
confirmed via TGA and EA. The thermograms of the purified and dried
particles before and after the functionalization are depicted in Figure 4-17.
Both curves exhibit a distinct weight loss between 250 and 450 °C after
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the functionalization, which can be assigned to the decomposition of the
copolymer (Figure G.1). The results of EA in Table 4-13 show an increase
of the hydrogen and nitrogen weight percentage after the functionalization.
These increases can be attributed to the copolymer.

The comparison of the weight loss before and after the functionalization
(Table 4-13) shows that the amount of grafted copolymer, which is the differ-
ence of the weight loss of CB particles before and after the functionalization,
is only marginally higher for CB-COOH compared to CB. This is in contrast to
the results obtained with methacrylate copolymers, whose amount of grafted
vinylpyridine copolymer was always approximately 1.5 times higher by the
use of oxidized CB (Section 4.3 and Subsection 4.4.3). One explanation for
this may be the fact that the interactions between the copolymer and the
CB surface have changed by the use of butadiene as comonomer. While the
interactions between the CB surface and the polar methacrylate polymers
might be enhanced by the oxidation of CB, it could be reduced in case of the
non-polar butadiene. Nevertheless, under inclusion of the molar mass of the
copolymer the grafting density of the VP copolymer grafted to untreated CB
is equal to that obtained with the corresponding methacrylate copolymer.

4.6 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

The functionalization of CB via a grafting-to approach with anchor groups-
containing copolymers was studied in detail. Furan, epoxide and pyridine
units were chosen as anchor groups, since their proposed grafting mecha-
nisms differ from each other but are all promising. The furan unit is bound
via Diels–Alder reaction to the CB surface. Grafting of the epoxide anchor
group occurs via ring opening reaction with surface bound hydroxy groups.
In contrast to these covalent binding mechanisms, the pyridine anchor is
grafted via non-covalent π-π interactions and hydrogen bonds. In addition,
CB particles were oxidized to enhance the amount of oxygen functional
groups at the surface.

The syntheses of respective methacrylate copolymers with FMA, GMA
and VP as anchor group-containing monomers were conducted successfully.
The investigation of the grafting conditions revealed some insights into the
binding mechanisms and demonstrated the suitability of the anchor groups
for the functionalization of CB. It was found for the functionalization of
untreated CB that the grafting density of the copolymer is almost indepen-
dent of the anchor group and the grafting conditions, i.e. reaction time and
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temperature. Along with the finding that even a small portion of polymer
without an appropriate anchor group is grafted to CB, those results allow
the conclusion that at least parts of the copolymers are grafted to the CB
surface only via adsorption.

The functionalization of untreated and oxidized CB with the furan anchor
was only successful when using untreated CB. This confirms the proposed
binding mechanism via Diels–Alder reaction. The aromatic system of CB is
disturbed through oxidation and the Diels–Alder reaction can not proceed.
Furthermore, this result is interesting with regard to the above mentioned
adsorption of polymer to the CB surface. Since no weight loss of FMA copoly-
mers after the reaction was observed in the thermograms of both oxidized
CB particles, also adsorption of polymer did not occur. This can be assigned
to alteration of the interactions between polymer and CB surface through
oxidation. Still, the results of the conducted experiments do not allow to
conclude if the copolymer is covalently bound completely or only partially
to the CB surface via the furan anchor group. Within the investigation of
the solution behavior of the CB particles those functionalized with the FMA
copolymer started to settle down shortly after the non-functionalized CB
particles. In contrast, the CB particles functionalized with GMA and VP
copolymers remained stably dispersed for much longer. This might point out
that only parts of the copolymer are covalently bound to the CB surface in
case of the furan anchor group.

The situation is similar for the functionalization of CB with the epoxide
anchor. The comparison of the weight loss after functionalization of un-
treated and oxidized CB particles only showed a significant difference for
reactions at 120 °C. At lower reaction temperatures the weight loss was
equal for all samples. As for the solution behavior, the oxidized CB particles
functionalized with GMA copolymer remained dispersed over a longer period
than the untreated ones, although the amount of grafted copolymer was
lower. Overall, those results support the proposed binding mechanism of
the epoxide group to the CB surface. On the one hand, the ring opening
reaction might need some additional energy in the form of temperature to
proceed. On the other hand, the fraction of covalently bound copolymer is
increased by the oxidation of CB particles and simultaneously the fraction of
copolymer grafted via adsorption to the surface is reduced. Further investi-
gations may include the use of graphene instead of CB particles. Graphene
is a crystalline allotrope of carbon without further functional groups, which
can be oxidized like CB. Without the presence of any functional groups at
the surface, a copolymer with epoxide anchor groups can not react with
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graphene. The difference of the amount of grafted polymer to untreated and
oxidized graphene can thus be assigned to polymer bound covalently to the
surface. This could be used for finding the optimum grafting conditions for
the epoxide anchor, i.e. reaction time and temperature.

The results of the functionalization of CB with the VP copolymer showed
that the reaction is fast and proceeds without the need of elevated tempera-
tures. Through oxidation of the CB surface the grafting density is increased,
which is most probably based on the formation of additional hydrogen bonds.
Although the grafting is only non-covalent, the interactions between the
pyridine anchor and the CB surface seem to be very strong. This can be
observed in its solution behavior and in the results of DMA measurements.
In contrast to all the other samples, both untreated and oxidized CB particles
functionalized with VP copolymer remained dispersed in THF for over a
week. The DMA measurements of PPnMA compounds filled with CB parti-
cles showed that both storage and loss modulus are increased through the
functionalization of the CB with VP copolymer. Meaning, the reinforcing
properties of CB are improved. Since the grafting of the pyridine anchor
is fast, it could also be performed in situ during mixing of a rubber com-
pound. Another advantage of this anchor group over the furan and epoxide
units lies in the grafting mechanism. In contrast to covalent bonds, the
non-covalent interactions may be easily renewed after breakage and so it
could be interesting regarding self-healing properties of hybrid materials.

To investigate the influence of the functionalization of CB on its properties
as reinforcing filler, further mechanical tests need to be conducted. This
includes for example DMA measurements and tensile testing. Thereby co-
polymer properties like the comonomer ratio and the chain length should
be varied. Besides statistical copolymers, also the use of block copolymers
for the functionalization might be interesting to enable the precise position-
ing of the anchoring region within the polymer chain. Usually, the RAFT
polymerization is a powerful tool for the synthesis of block copolymers but
in case of methacrylate block copolymers it has one deficiency: because of
the kinetics of the RAFT mechanism, in most monomer combinations the
methacrylate monomers need to be polymerized as the first block, since most
transfer constants of macroRAFT agents in methacrylate polymerizations
are low. [132] While this still enables the synthesis of AB block copolymers, it
hinders the synthesis of ABA block copolymers if an anchor group-containing
monomer like vinylpyridine should be placed inside the polymer chain (Fig-
ure H.1). Thus, in case of the block copolymerization with vinylpyridine,
at least either another class of the comonomer or another polymerization
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technique need to be used.

The main goal of this work was the investigation of the polymer–filler
interactions within tire compounds filled with functionalized nanoparti-
cles. Therefore, the functionalization of CB via the grafting-to approach
had to be conducted with butadiene copolymers. As comonomers styrene
based-monomers containing the furan (FMSt) and epxoide (GMSt) anchor
groups were synthesized. Additionally, CMSt was also used as comonomer
because it can be modified with anchor groups after the polymerization via
O-etherification.

At first, the synthesis of terpolymers of the anchor groups-containing
monomers with butadiene and styrene was studied. Thereby, a fraction
of styrene was supposed to be replaced by the anchor groups-containing
monomers. The copolymerization of FMSt did succeed but the polymer
could not be redissolved and analyzed. This can be assigned to crosslinking
during the polymerization via Diels–Alder reaction of the furan units and
the butadiene double bonds. For the copolymerizations of VP and CMSt it
was found that the terpolymers have high dispersities and the monomer
ratio within the polymer is shifted in contrast to the monomer mixture in
expense of butadiene, i.e. the copolymerization of styrene with VP and CMSt
is favored. Only in the case of GMSt as comonomer a low dispersity and a
low ratio of the comonomer within the polymer was achieved. Since the
copolymerization of FMSt and butadiene resulted in a crosslinked copolymer,
further investigation should focus on the copolymerisation of butadiene with
CMSt. Due to the post-modification of the CMSt copolymer, it gives access
to a wide range of anchor groups.

The functionalization of CB with a butadiene-based copolymer was con-
ducted with P(Bd-co-VP). The synthesis of the respective copolymer resulted
in a dispersity of 1.7 and a monomer ratio equal to the initial ratio in the
monomer mixture. The functionalization of both untreated and oxidized CB
was conducted at room temperature. For the untreated CB a grafting density
of the copolymer equal to that of VP methacrylate copolymers was obtained.
In contrast, the increase of the grafting density by the use of oxidized CB
particles, which had been observed before, was only marginally. This may
be due to deterioration of the interactions between the copolymer, which
consists mostly of non-polar butadiene units, and the CB surface, whose
polarity is increased through oxidation. Nevertheless, the functionalization
of untreated and oxidized CB with a VP butadiene copolymer was successful,
resulting in potential fillers for tire compounds.
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For the demonstration of the suitability of the copolymer-functionalized
CB particles as reinforcing filler and for the investigation of the resulting
filler–filler and polymer–filler interactions, model compounds were supposed
to be mixed and physically tested by Continental. Thereby, in addition to
SBR compounds, also natural rubber (NR) compounds filled with the VP
copolymer-functionalized CB particles were supposed to be mixed. NR is
mainly used for truck tires and due to its chemical structure the interactions
between CB and NR are strong. [14] At the point this work was completed, the
mixing of the compounds was already done but the results of the physical
tests were not available and therefore can not be discussed.

Finally, the determination of the Mark–Houwink coefficients of PPnMA and
the investigation of the radical polymerization kinetics of PnMA were studied
in this work for the first time. [89] The MHC were determined via a new
approach using RAFT polymerization. The determination of the MHC always
requires the knowledge of the molecular mass of the respective polymer
samples. Here, an advantage of the RAFT mechanism was exploited, which
allows the estimation of the number average molar mass of the polymer
from the conversion and the initial concentrations of the RAFT agent and of
the monomer. The resulting MHC were in the same order of magnitude as
those of other n-alkyl methacrylates.

The propagation rate coefficients of PnMA in bulk and toluene solution
were determined as a function of temperature by PLP–SEC experiments.
The so-obtained data, in combination with the termination rate coefficients
determined by L. Riemann [89], allow for the representation and reliable sim-
ulation of bulk PnMA polymerizations up to moderate degrees of monomer
conversion. Additionally, the results support the family behavior of methacry-
lates in which bulk kp increases with increasing size of the polymer side
chain. In solution of toluene slightly lower kp has been observed with the
difference, however, occurring within the limits of experimental accuracy,
i.e., within 15 %. This result offers new insights into the propagation ki-
netics of methacrylates in toluene solution, since no kp data for other alkyl
methacrylates in toluene solution have been reported with the exception of
MMA. In contrast to PnMA, MMA was found to show an increase of kp in
toluene solution compared to bulk values. [125] The results for PnMA and
for MMA suggest that the same type of family behavior which had been
found for acrylates in toluene solution with regard to the size of the polymer
side chain will probably occur within the methacrylate family, too. [128] This
assumption remains to be investigated by PLP–experiments of other alkyl
methacrylates in solution.
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5
Closing Remarks

Within this work it was shown that the RAFT polymerization is a powerful
technique for the functionalization of two of the mostly used reinforcing
fillers for rubber compounds, silica (Chapter 3) and CB (Chapter 4) particles,
and thereby this enables both the improvement of the mechanical properties
of filled compounds and the contribution to a better understanding of the
interactions between fillers and the surrounding polymeric matrix.

Different strategies for the functionalization of the nanoparticles via
grafting-to and grafting-from approaches were used, whereby it was taken
advantage of the versatility of the RAFT technique. On the one hand, the
RAFT mechanism is tolerant towards many functional groups and enables
the polymerization of anchor groups-containing monomers. On the other
hand, the RAFT agent itself can act as anchor group in order to directly graft
the polymer to a surface.

The latter was used for the functionalization of silica nanoparticles in
both grafting-from and grafting-to approaches. The results of physical tests
of tire compounds filled with these silica nanoparticles demonstrated that
the functionalization is a promising method for the improvement of the
mechanical properties of such compounds. In this respect it should be em-
phasized that based on the results these fillers may offer new possibilities
for the adjustment of the mechanical properties than classical systems like
the silica-silane technology do. Overall, the results of the physical tests
pointed out that the polymer–filler interactions within the compounds were
increased most probably through the entanglement of the surface bound
polymer with the polymeric matrix. This is reflected in the improvement of
the rebound 70 and in the abrasion. Even though the compounds had much
higher crosslink distances compared to compounds filled with silanized silica
nanoparticles, the abrasion was comparable or even lower. This indicates
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that the network strength is increased significantly through the functional-
ization of the silica nanoparticles. However, no significant reduction of the
filler–filler interactions was observed. This may be assigned to insufficient
shielding of the silica nanoparticles by the surface bound polymer. Either the
grafting density of the polymer was too low or the polymer chains are mostly
stretched into the matrix leaving only a little fraction of polymer wrapped
around the silica surface. This remains to be investigated by the variation of
both chain length and grafting density of the surface bound polymer.

The CB particles were functionalized in a grafting-to approach with copoly-
mers containing anchor groups within the polymer chain. Furan, epoxide
and pyridine anchor groups were chosen due to their different grafting mech-
anisms. The investigation of the grafting conditions revealed new insights
into these mechanisms, which can be used for the precise functionalization
of CB with the copolymers to tune its properties as reinforcing filler in rubber
compounds. Thereby it was found that the furan anchor group can solely
bind to untreated CB, which has only a small amount of functional group at
the surface. The oxidation of CB prevents the Diels–Alder reaction because
the aromaticity of the CB surface is disturbed. The results of the epoxide
anchor group showed that the grafting via ring opening reaction is at least
favored by external energy input, i.e. by elevated temperatures. In contrast,
the non-covalent interactions between the pyridine anchor group and the
CB surface seem to be very strong, because the grafting occurred fast and
independent of temperature.

The grafting density of the methacrylate copolymers at untreated CB
particles was approximately equal independent of the anchor group and
the grafting conditions, time and temperature. This might be assigned
to a maximum loading capacity of the CB surface. Since this should be
proportional to the specific surface area of the CB particles, this assumption
could be tested by the variation of the size of CB particles. It was further
found that a part of the polymer is only grafted to the CB via adsorption at
the surface. This is important for the discussion of the results and for the
tuning of the functionalization especially by the use of anchor groups with
covalent grafting mechanisms.

There are two questions arising from these results: What portion of the
polymer is purely adsorbed at the surface and trough how many anchor
groups is one polymer chain bound covalently to the surface? Both questions
are important for the use of functionalized CB particles as filler in rubber
compounds, concerning the influence of the grafted polymer on the filler–
filler and polymer–filler interactions within the compound. Purely adsorbed
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polymer could reduce the filler–filler interactions, but might not enhance
the polymer–filler interactions significantly. If the polymer chains are bound
via several anchor groups to the surface it might also not be able to interact
strongly with the polymeric matrix trough entanglement, resulting in the
same outcome. To ensure that the surface bound polymer is able to interact
with the surrounding polymeric matrix the fraction of the anchor groups-
containing monomer should be low, so multiple binding of one polymer
chain to the CB surface might be prevented. Additionally, instead of the use
of random copolymers, the use of block copolymer with short blocks of the
anchor groups-containing monomers might be interesting too.

The situation might be different for the pyridine anchor group. On the
one hand, the non-covalent interactions between the anchor group and the
CB surface seem to be very strong. On the other hand, this bond can still be
broken much more easily compared to covalent bonds. Therefore, it remains
interesting to learn more about the influence of such functionalized CB
particles on the filler–filler and polymer–filler interactions within filled com-
pounds. Also, the self-healing capability of the pyridine anchor group might
improve the mechanical properties and the durability of the compounds.
A first step towards answering all of these questions was done within this
work by the preparation of CB particles functionalized with P(Bd-co-VP) to
be used as filler in tire compounds. The results of the physical tests of the
compounds were still pending at the time this work was finished.
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6
Experimental Section

6.1 Chemicals

2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, Sigma Aldrich, 98 %) and 1,1′-
azobis(cyclohexanecarbonitrile) (ACCN, Sigma Aldrich, 98 %) were recrystal-
lized from methanol. Pentyl methacrylate (PnMA, ABCR), furfuryl methacry-
late (FMA, Sigma Aldrich, 97 %), hexyl methacrylate (HMA, Sigma Aldrich,
98 %), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA, Sigma Aldrich, 97 %), 4-vinylpyridine
(VP, Sigma Aldrich, 95 %), 4-(chloromethyl)styrene (CMSt, Sigma Aldrich,
90 %) and styrene (St, Sigma Aldrich, 99 %) were passed through a basic alu-
mina column prior to use. All commercially available solvents and chemicals
were used in highest purity and without further purification.

6.2 Synthesis of Monomers

6.2.1 Glycidyl 4-vinylbenzyl ether (GMSt)

O O

GMSt was synthesized following the procedure published by Weston et
al.. [131]

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 2.62 (dd, J = 2.7, 5.0 Hz, 1H, Gly),
2.80 (dd, J = 4.1, 5.0 Hz, 1H, Gly), 3.19 (ddt, J = 3.0, 4.2, 5.8 Hz, 1H, Gly),
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3.43 (dd, J = 5.8, 11.4 Hz, 1H, O-CH2-Gly), 3.76 (dd, J = 3.0, 11.4 Hz, 1H,
O-CH2-Gly), 4.49-4.66 (m, 2H, O-CH2-Ph), 5.24 (dd, J = 1.0, 10.9 Hz, 1H,
CH2-CH-Ph), 5.74 (dd, J = 1.0, 17.6 Hz, 1H, CH2-CH-Ph), 6.72 (dd, J = 10.9,
17.6 Hz, 1H, CH2-CH-Ph), 7.24-7.45 (m, 4H, CHAr).

6.2.2 4-Furfuryloxymethylstyrene (FMSt)

O

O

FMSt was synthesized following the procedure published by Goussé et al.. [107]

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 4.49 (s, 2H, O-CH2-Fur), 4.54
(s, 2H, O-CH2-Ph), 5.25 (dd, J = 1.0, 10.9 Hz, 1H, CH2-CH-Ph), 5.75
(dd, J = 1.0, 17.6 Hz, 1H, CH2-CH-Ph), 6.31-6.39 (m, 2H, Fur), 6.72 (dd,
J = 10.9, 17.6 Hz, 1H, CH2-CH-Ph), 7.32-7.45 (m, 5H, CHAr, Fur).

6.3 Synthesis of RAFT Agents

6.3.1 Benzylpropyltrithiocarbonate (BPTT)

S

S

S

BPTT was synthesized following the procedure published by Rotzoll et al.. [40]

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 0.93 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H, CH3), 1.6
(h, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H, CH2), 3.26 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H, S-CH2), 4.52 (s, 2H, Ph-
CH2), 7.10-7.29 (m, 5H, CHAr).
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6.3 Synthesis of RAFT Agents

6.3.2 Activated 4-Cyano-4-[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)
sulfanyl]pentanoic acid (Act. CDSPA)

S

S

S
10Me

CN

N

O

S

S

The activation of CDSPA was performed according to the method in literature
using CDSPA instead of CPDB. [34] Silica gel column chromatography was
carried out with a 3:2 mixture of hexane and ethyl acetate.

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 0.80 (m, 3H, CH3), 1.19 (m, 18H,
S-CH2-CH2-C9H18-CH3), 1.60 (m, 2H, S-CH2-CH2), 1.82 (d, 3H, CH3), 1.9
(m, 2H, C(O)CH2CH2), 2.48 (m, 2H, C(O)CH2CH2), 3.25 (m, 4H, N-CH2,
S-CH2-C11H23), 3.51 (m, 2H, S-CH2-CH2-N).

6.3.3 Dodecyl-((trimethoxysilyl)ethylphenylmethyl) trithiocarbonate
(DTPT)

S

S

S

(MeO)3Si
10

DTPT was synthesized analogue to PTPT as described by Rotzoll using 1-
dodecanethiol instead of 1-propanethiol. [40]

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 0.79 (s, 3H, CH3), 0.78-0.98 (m,
2H, Si-CH2), 1.18 (s, 20H, S-CH2-C10H20-CH3), 1.60 (pd, J = 8.2, 7.2 Hz, 2H,
Si-CH2-CH2), 3.20-3.39 (m, 2H, S-CH2-C11H23), 3.46 (td, J = 1.6, 0.4 Hz,
9H, O-CH3), 4.48 (d, 2H, J = 3.2 Hz, Ph-CH2), 6.95-7.22 (m, 4H, CHAr).
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6.3.4 Propyl-((trimethoxysilyl)ethylphenylmethyl) trithiocarbonate
(PTPT)

S

S

S

(MeO)3Si

PTPT was synthesized as described by Rotzoll. [40]

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 0.83-1.00 (m, 5H, CH3, Si-CH2),
1.54-1.76 (m, 2H, CH2), 2.53-2.69 (m, 2H, Si-CH2-CH2), 3.21-3.33 (m, 2H,
S-CH2-C5H6), 3.48 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 9H, O-CH3), 4.44-4.54 (m, 2H, Ph-CH2),
6.97-7.25 (m, 4H, CHAr).

6.4 RAFT Polymerizations

6.4.1 Butadiene Copolymers

The synthesis of butadiene copolymers was performed in an high-pressure
autoclave as described by Springer. [11] Polymerizations were conducted at
87 °C for 24 h using toluene as solvent and ACCN as initiator.

SBR polymerizations were performed using the 1900 mL reaction vessel
setup with an amount of 240 g of butadiene (Table 6-1).
Terpolymers were synthezised in the 450 mL vessel (20 g butadiene, 30 mL
toluene) using BPTT as RAFT agent. The monomer-RAFT-ACCN ratio of
3700:1:1.7 was fixed under variation of the monomer fractions.
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6.5 Synthesis and Functionalization of Silica Nanoparticles

Table 6-1: Composition of butadiene copolymerizations in the 1900 mL
vessel.

M2 RAFT Bd:M2:R:I V (tol)/mL

SBR St BPTT 2700:1000:1:1.7 350
SBR-CDSPA St act. CDSPA 2700:1000:1:1.7 350
P(Bd-co-VP) VP CDSPA 2700:300:1:1.7 500
GF-RAFT St Si-RAFT (21.5 g) 2700:1000:-:1.7 350

6.4.2 Methacrylate Homo- and Copolymers

In a typical procedure monomer(s), RAFT agent, AIBN and solvent were
mixed, purged with argon for 10 min and heated to 60 °C. The polymerization
was stopped by cooling and exposure to air. Conversion was determined
gravimetrically after removing residual monomer(s) and solvent in vacuo at
60 °C for 24 h. The polymerization conditions of each sample are stated in
the respective part within this work.

6.5 Synthesis and Functionalization of Silica
Nanoparticles

Silica nanoparticles provided by PlasmaChem (50 wt% aq. solution, particle
diameter: 20 nm) were precipitated in hexane, centrifuged, washed three
times with methanol and dried in vacuo at ambient temperature for 24 h.

6.5.1 Synthesis of Silica Nanoparticles via Stöber Method

A mixture of ethanol (395 mL, 6.70 mol), methanol (530 mL, 13.1 mol),
ammonia (32 wt%, 29.5 mL, 0.50 mol), water (26.6 mL, 1.50 mol) and
tetraethyl orthosilicate (33.2 mL, 0.20ṁol) was stirred vigorously at am-
bient temperature for 24 h. The solution was concentrated in vacuo. The
remaining solution was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 0 °C, 30 min), the particles
were washed two times with methanol and were dried in vacuo at ambient
temperature for 12 h.
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6.5.2 Immobilization of RAFT Agent with Anchor Group

Silica nanoarticles (PlasmaChem, 18.0 g) were dispersed in 1,2-dimethoxyethane
(300 mL) under sonication for 30 min. The RAFT agent (PTPT or DPTP,
2.6 mmol) and saturated aq. solution of maleic anhydride (0.3 mL) were
added. The solution was stirred vigorously at ambient temperature for
3 d. The solution was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h), the particles (Si-
PTPT/Si-DPTP) were washed three times with methanol and dried in vacuo
at ambient temperature for 3 d.

6.5.3 Immobilization of RAFT Agent without Anchor Group

Silica nanoarticles (PlasmaChem, 18.0 g) were dispersed in THF (dry, 300 mL)
under sonication for 30 min. 3-Aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (APDEMS,
2.0 g, 14.4 mmol) was added, the solution was purged with argon for
30 min and stirred vigorously at 90 °C for 3 d. The solution was centrifuged
(9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h), the particles (Si-APDMES) were washed two times
with THF and dried in vacuo at ambient temperature for 3 d.
Si-APDMES (18.0 g) and act. CDSPA (1.5 g) were dissolved in THF (dry,
200 mL) under sonication for 30 min. The solution was purged with argon
for 30 min and stirred vigorously at ambient temperature for 3 d. The solu-
tion was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h), the particles (Si-CDSPA) were
washed three times with THF and dried in vacuo at ambient temperature for
3 d.

6.5.4 Grafting of Polymer to Silica Nanoparticles via Thiol-Ene
Click Reaction

Silica nanoarticles (Stöber Methode, 17.0 g) were dispersed in toluene
(500 mL) under sonication for 30 min. Dimethylethoxyvinylsilane (DMEVS,
3.0 mL, 18.2 mmol) was added, the solution was purged with argon for
30 min and stirred vigorously at 80 °C for 3 d. The solution was centrifuged
(9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h), the particles (Si-DMEVS) were washed two times with
toluene and dried in vacuo at 40 °C for 12 h.
SBR was dissolved in toluene (300 mL), hydrazine (2.4 mL) was added and
the solution was stirred vigorously at ambient temperature for 2 d. After
evaporation of the solvent at ambient temperature the polymer (SBR-SH)
was dried in vacuo at 40 °C for 24 h.
Si-DMEVS (19.0 g) and SBR-SH (40 g) were dissolved in toluene (500 mL)
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6.6 Functionalization of Carbon Black

under sonication for 30 min. ACCN (0.7 g, 2.8 mmol) was added, the solu-
tion was purged with argon for 30 min, and stirred vigorously at 80 °C for
2 d. The solution was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h) and the particles
(GT-Click) were washed several times with toluene.

6.5.5 Grafting of Polymer to Silica Nanoparticles via Nucleophilic
Substitution

Silica nanoarticles (Stöber method, 17.0 g) were dispersed in toluene (500 mL)
under sonication for 30 min. APDMES (2.0 g, 14.4 mmol) was added, the
solution was purged with argon for 30 min and stirred vigorously at 90 °C
for 36 h. The solution was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h), the particles
(Si-APDMES) were washed two times with toluene and dried in vacuo at
40 °C for 12 h.
Si-APDMES (19.0 g) and SBR-CDSPA (40 g) were dissolved in toluene (500 mL)
under sonication for 30 min. The solution was purged with argon for
30 min and stirred vigorously at 90 °C for 3 d. The solution was centrifuged
(9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h) and the particles (GT-Subs) were washed several times
with toluene.

6.5.6 Thioether End Group

The functionalized silica particles were dissolved in toluene (300 mL), hy-
drazine (2.4 mL) was added and the solution was stirred vigorously at
ambient temperature for 2 d. Butyl acrylate (1.0 mL, 7.0 mmol) was added,
after 3 d the solution was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 0 °C, 1 h), the particles
were washed two times with toluene and dried in vacuo at 40 °C for 12 h.

6.6 Functionalization of Carbon Black

Carbon Black (CORAX®, N 220, Orion Engineered Carbons, specific surface
area: 106 m2 g−1) was purified by soxhlet extraction using toluene for 72 h.

6.6.1 Synthesis of CB-COOH

CB (100 g L−1) was stirred in HNO3 (65 % aq.) at 100 °C for 24 h. The
solution was centrifuged (9000 rpm, 15 °C, 1 h), the particles (CB-COOH)
were washed three times with water and dried in vacuo at 60 °C for 24 h.
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6.6.2 Synthesis of CB-OH

CB-OH was synthezised analogue to a procedure published by Beckert et al.
for graphite. [105]

6.6.3 Grafting of Polymer to CB

In a typical procedure polymer was dissolved in a good solvent (Table 6-2),
CB was added and the dispersion was stirred at a respective temperature.
After a certain period of time the dispersion was centrifuged (9000 rpm,
15 °C, 1 h), the particles were washed three times with the used solvent and
dried in vacuo at 60 °C for 24 h.

Table 6-2: Solvents used for grafting the respective copolymer to CB.

Polymer Solvent

Methacrylate copolymers Dibenzyl ether
Butadiene copolymers Cyclohexane

6.7 Instrumentation

6.7.1 Density Measurement

Density measurements were performed on an Anton Paar (DMA 60 and DMA
602TP) oscillating U-tube densitometer with a thermostated cell (Anton
Paar, DMA 602H) using water as the heat-transfer fluid. The densitometer
was calibrated with distilled water and with air. The measurements were
performed at temperatures between 25.5 and 60.2 °C in bulk and in toluene
solution.

6.7.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed in single cantilever
geometry on a DMA 8000 by Perkin Elmer with a heating rate of 2 K min−1

under constant strain. Samples were either measured in material pockets
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(stainless steel, Perkin Elmer) or as test specimen produced by injection
moulding (HAAKE MiniJet Pro, Thermo Scientific).

6.7.3 Elemental Analysis

Elemental analysis (EA) was performed by the analytical lab of the institute
of inorganic chemistry of the Georg-August-University Göttingen on a 4.1
Vario EL 3 by Elementar. The samples were measured twice and the mean
value is given.

6.7.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
1H-Nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) spectra were measured with
a Varian Unity 300 instrument at room temperature. The samples were
dissolved in deuterated chloroform. Residual solvent proton signals were
used as internal standard.

6.7.5 PLP–SEC

Pulsed laser polimerizations (PLP) were carried out using an ATLEX-I Laser
(ATL Lasertechnik GmbH, operated on the XeF line at 351 nm; maximum
pulse energy: 7 mJ, pulse width: 20 nm, maximum p.r.r.: 1000 Hz,). Laser
irradiation was performed by using two cylindrical plano-concave lenses
(Thorelabs, UV-grade-fused-silica, antireflective coating for 290-370 nm,
reflectance < 0.5 % per surface; lense 1: LK4326-UV, fL = −25.0 mm;
lense 2: LK4385-UV, fL = −75.0 mm) and two cylindrical plano-convex
lenses (lense 3: Thorelabs, UV-grade-fused-silica, anti-reflective coating for
290-370 nm, reflectance < 0.5 % per surface; LJ4395-UV, fL = 100 mm;
lense 4: Melles Griot, UV-grade-fused silica, V-type anti-reflective coating
for 351,nm, reflectance < 0.5 % per surface; SCX-25.4-101.7-UV-248-355,
fL = 25.4 mm). This equipment allows for widening the laser beam from
3 to 4 x 6 mm to an area of 16 x 16 mm. The p.r.r.’s were chosen to be
in the range of 3 to 10 Hz. The polymerizing system was contained in
a double-walled cylindrical cuvette (Starna, 65.14/Q/10, spectrosil-fused
quartz, transmission ≥ 80 % between 192 and 2700 nm, path length: 10 mm)
which was thermostated (Haake, K, Haake F3) using ethylene glycol/water
(4:1) as the heat-transfer fluid.
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PnMA, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) (5.0 mol L−1) and
toluene were mixed, transferred into the cuvette, purged with argon for
10 min and pre-heated for 15 min. Polymerization was stopped by pouring
the reaction mixture into a flask containing HQ as the inhibitor. Monomer
conversion was determined gravimetrically after removing residual monomer
in vacuo at 60 °C.

6.7.6 Size-Exclusion Chromatography

The SEC measurements were performed on an Agilent Technology SEC
setup consisting of an autosampler (Agilent 1260 ALS G1329B), an injec-
tor (Agilent 1260 ALS), a HPLC pump (PSS Agilent Technologies 1260 Iso
Pump G1310B), a pre-column (PSS SDV, 8 x 50 mm, 5µm particle size),
three separation columns (PSS SDV, 8 x 300 mm, 5µm particle size with
pore sizes of 106, 105 and 103 Å), a UV detector (PSS Agilent Technolo-
gies 1260 VWDVL), and a refractive index (RI) detector (PSS Technologies
1260 RID). THF was used as the eluent with a flow rate of 1.0 mL min−1

at 35 °C and toluene as the internal standard. The system was calibrated
with poly(methyl methacrylate) standards of narrow molecular weight dis-
tribution purchased from PSS, Mainz (K = 12.98 · 10−3 mL g−1, a= 0.688).
Butadiene copolymers were analyzed using the Mark–Houwink coefficients
of polybutadiene (K = 5.78 ·10−2 mL g−1, a= 0.670).

6.7.7 Thermogravimetric Analysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted with a TG 209 F3 Tar-
sus by Netzsch. Samples were heated in aluminium oxide pot from room
temperature to 1000 K with a heating rate of 10 K min−1. Silica samples
were measured using ambient air as purging gas, CB samples were measured
under nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate of 20 mL min−1.

6.7.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was done at a Philips CM12 with
an acceleration voltage of 120 kV and a resolution of 2.4 angstrom. TEM
images were recorded with a Olympus CCD camera with a resolution of
1376 x 1032 pxl.
For sample preparation a solution of 4 g L−1 was sonicated for 30 min,
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dropped onto a TEM grid (Plano, carbon film on copper mesh, 3.5 mm,
400 mesh) and solvent was evaporated at ambient temperature.
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Appendices

Appendix A

TE Micrographs of GT-Si and GF-Si

A B

C D

Figure A.1: TE micrographs of silica nanoparticles prepared via Stöber
method (A and B) and purchased from PlasmaChem (C and D).
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Appendix B

Thermogram of SBR
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Figure B.1: Thermogram of SBR synthesized via RAFT polymerization
measured under air.
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Appendix C

Amount of Silica Samples Taken for Compound Mixing

Table C.1: Actual amount of samples taken for mixing of silica com-
pounds.

Amount of added particles / phr

35 50 60 70 75 80
GT-Subs 37.5 64.2 75.0
GT-Click 52.0 62.4 72.8
GF-PTPT 69.5 81.0 92.6
GF-CDSPA 63.7 74.3 79.6
GF-DTPT 63.9 76.7 89.4
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Appendix D

Overview of the Results of Physical Tests of Compounds Containing
Functionalized Silica Nanoparticles

The results presented in this section are part of an invention disclosure,
which has already been submitted. [67]
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Table D.1: Results of the physical tests of cured compounds filled with
VN3.

VN3+S VN3+L

60 70 70(2) 80 70/8 70/16 70/24
Density
Density RT / g cm−3 1.128 1.152 1.152 1.174 1.140 1.131 1.124
XDL
Dist. of Crosslinks 1 / nm 9.3 8.3 8.6 8.1 9.9 8.7 9.7
Shore Hardness
Hardness RT / ShA 54.6 56.7 59.0 62.6 53.6 50.4 50.4
Rebound
Rebound RT / % 45.8 42.4 42.3 37.7 41.5 46.2 45.7
Rebound 70 °C / % 64.0 60.7 61.3 58.9 55.8 58.7 58.1
Stress-Strain RT
M100 RT / MPa 2.2 2.6 3.4 3.3 1.8 1.7 2.1
M300 RT / MPa 7.5 8.9 10.1 10.3 5.2 5.0 5.7
DMA 55 °C
E′(0.15 %) / MPa 5.0 6.0 6.4 7.9 5.8 5.5 5.7
E′(8 %) / MPa 4.2 4.7 5.0 5.8 4.4 4.4 4.7
E′(0.15 %)−E′(8 %) / MPa 0.8 1.2 1.4 2.1 1.5 1.1 1.0
DMA const. Force
T tan δ max −18 −18 −18 −18 −20 −23 −23
tan δ (−15 °C) 1.024 0.969 0.970 0.874 0.940 0.863 0.768
tan δ (70 °C) 0.086 0.096 0.106 0.125 0.147 0.141 0.121
Abrasion
Abrasion RT / mm3 173 144 129 144 207 262 188
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Table D.2: Results of the physical tests of cured compounds filled with
GT-Si.

GT-Si GT-Si+L

35 50 60 70 80 70/8 70/16 70/24
Density
Density RT / g cm−3 1.046 1.083 1.106 1.130 1.148 1.121 1.118 1.111
XDL
Dist. of Crosslinks 1 / nm 10.5 12.4 11.2 10.9 13.7 11.5 10.3 10.1
Shore Hardness
Hardness RT / ShA 39.4 42.0 44.4 44.7 48.3 46.8 47.0 46.3
Rebound
Rebound RT / % 56.0 55.3 51.6 49.7 48.3 50.8 51.6 52.0
Rebound 70 °C / % 73.1 71.3 67.9 63.9 60.0 65.4 65.2 65.0
Stress-Strain RT
M100 RT / MPa 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4
M300 RT / MPa 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.3
DMA 55 °C
E′(0.15 %) / MPa 2.5 2.8 2.9 3.8 4.1 3.4 3.9 3.3
E′(8 %) / MPa 2.4 2.6 2.6 3.4 3.5 3.1 3.5 3.0
E′(0.15 %)−E′(8 %) / MPa 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3
DMA const. Force
T tan δ max −20 −20 −20 −20 −20 −20 −23 −23
tan δ (−15 °C) 1.176 1.106 1.091 1.025 1.012 1.012 0.980 0.929
tan δ (70 °C) 0.049 0.067 0.079 0.123 0.129 0.114 0.096 0.090
Abrasion
Abrasion RT / mm3 690 576 470 505 525 465 448 474
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Table D.3: Results of the physical tests of cured compounds filled with
GT-Click and GT-Subs.

GT-Click GT-Subs

50 60 70 35 60 70
Density
Density RT / g cm−3 1.088 1.109 1.133 1.054 1.111 1.132
XDL
Dist. of Crosslinks 1 / nm 18.7 17.1 15.3 20.3
Shore Hardness
Hardness RT / ShA 41.8 43.5 45.9 38.8 44.7 46.8
Rebound
Rebound RT / % 54.4 51.6 49.2 55.9 52.8 51.6
Rebound 70 °C / % 72.7 69.2 68.0 74.3 69.3 69.1
Stress-Strain RT
M100 RT / MPa 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.4
M300 RT / MPa 2.8 2.2 2.5 2.7 3.4 2.9
DMA 55 °C
E′(0.15 %) / MPa 2.6 3.0 3.3 2.4 2.8 3.6
E′(8 %) / MPa 2.4 2.8 2.9 2.3 2.7 3.2
E′(0.15 %)−E′(8 %) / MPa 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3
DMA const. Force
T tan δ max −20 −20 −20 −22 −20 −20
tan δ (−15 °C) 1.208 1.191 1.163 1.104 1.167 1.143
tan δ (70 °C) 0.058 0.066 0.075 0.054 0.066 0.078
Abrasion
Abrasion RT / mm3 540 506 498 540 531 498
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Table D.4: Results of the physical tests of cured compounds filled with
GF-Si.

GF-Si GF-Si+S

50 60 70 80 50 60 70
Density
Density RT / g cm−3 1.090 1.127 1.148 1.170 1.130 1.155 1.179
XDL
Dist. of Crosslinks 1 / nm 11.2 9.5 10.0 10.2 8.7 7.5 7.7
Shore Hardness
Hardness RT / ShA 38.1 41.5 44.6 45.7 44.9 45.7 48.8
Rebound
Rebound RT / % 53.3 51.3 50.7 50.6 52.4 51.0 48.7
Rebound 70 °C / % 71.1 65.2 61.9 59.2 68.6 65.2 65.7
Stress-Strain RT
M100 RT / MPa 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.8
M300 RT / MPa 1.9 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.8
DMA 55 °C
E′(0.15 %) / MPa 2.3 2.7 3.0 3.9 3.5 3.7 4.0
E′(8 %) / MPa 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.6
E′(0.15 %)−E′(8 %) / MPa 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4
DMA const. Force
T tan δ max −20 −23 −20 −23 −20 −20 −20
tan δ (−15 °C) 1.170 1.060 1.068 0.985 1.100 1.102 1.057
tan δ (70 °C) 0.082 0.091 0.099 0.128 0.064 0.068 0.081
Abrasion
Abrasion RT / mm3 703 507 493 455 451 452 415
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Table D.5: Results of the physical tests of cured compounds filled with
GF-CDSPA, GF-PTPT and GF-DTPT.

GF-CDSPA GF-PTPT GF-DTPT

60 70 75 60 70 80 50 60 70
Density
Density RT / g cm−3 1.129 1.151 1.157 1.113 1.140 1.160 1.192 1.114 1.139
XDL
Dist. of Crosslinks 1 / nm 13.3 13.6 18.0 17.0 15.9 14.1 18.6 18.9 18.3
Shore Hardness
Hardness RT / ShA 43.7 45.5 45.6 42.4 44.8 47.6 44.1 46.5 49.8
Rebound
Rebound RT / % 52.1 50.8 50.5 52.7 50.2 50.0 50.6 50.6 49.0
Rebound 70 °C / % 71.8 71.3 69.4 69.6 68.2 66.1 71.2 67.9 64.2
Stress-Strain RT
M100 RT / MPa 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.6 2.0
M300 RT / MPa 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.6 4.0 3.0 3.2 3.6
DMA 55 °C
E′(0.15 %) / MPa 2.8 3.3 3.1 2.8 3.1 3.8 3.1 3.4 3.9
E′(8 %) / MPa 2.6 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.8 3.5 2.9 3.1 3.5
E′(0.15 %)−E′(8 %) / MPa 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.5
DMA const. Force
T tan δ max −20 −20 −20 −20 −20 −20 −20 −20 −20
tan δ (−15 °C) 1.118 1.130 1.107 1.150 1.153 1.063 1.089 1.089 1.085
tan δ (70 °C) 0.071 0.072 0.076 0.078 0.086 0.090 0.075 0.091 0.092
Abrasion
Abrasion RT / mm3 453 421 397 435 407 419 500 423 413
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Appendix E

MWDs of HMA Copolymers
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Figure E.1: Normalized molecular weight distributions of hexyl
methacrylate copolymers after different polymerization periods ob-
tained from SEC analysis using the Mark–Houwink coefficients of
PHMA. Polymerizations were performed with CDSPA and AIBN in
50 wt% toluene at 60 °C and with a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio
of 500:1:0.2 and 10 mol% of the comonomer.
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Appendix F

MWDs of PnMA Copolymers
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Figure F.1: Normalized molecular weight distributions of pentyl
methacrylate copolymers obtained from SEC analysis using the Mark–
Houwink coefficients of PPnMA. Polymerizations were performed with
CDSPA and AIBN in bulk at 60 °C, a monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio
of 250:1:0.2 was used. The comonomer ratio was 10 mol% in case of
FMA and GMA and 5 mol% in case of VP.
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Appendix G

Thermogram of P(Bd-co-VP)
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Figure G.1: Thermogram of P(Bd-co-VP) synthesized via RAFT poly-
merization measured under N2 atmosphere.
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Appendix H

Block Copolymerization of PnMA and VP
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Figure H.1: Normalized molecular weight distributions of pentyl
methacrylate homo- and copolymers obtained from SEC analysis us-
ing the Mark–Houwink coefficients of PPnMA. The polymerization of
PPnMA was performed with CDSPA and AIBN in bulk at 60 °C and a
monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 80:1:0.1 was used. The resulting
polymer was used as macroRAFT agent in a block copolymerization
with VP with AIBN in 50 wt% toluene solution at 60 °C and a monomer-
to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 50:1:0.1. The resulting block copolymer
was used as macroRAFT agent in a subsequent block copolymerization
with PnMA with AIBN in in 20 wt% toluene solution at 60 °C and a
monomer-to-RAFT-to-initiator ratio of 160:1:0.1.

The aim of this experiment was the synthesis of an ABA triblock copolymer
of PnMA and VP, with VP being the block B in the middle of the polymer
chain. The results from SEC analysis show, that the block copolymerization
of P(PnMA-b-VP) via RAFT polymerization using PPnMA as macroRAFT
agent was successful (also confirmed by NMR analysis). The subsequent
block copolymerization of PnMA with P(PnMA-b-VP) as macroRAFT agent
did not succeed. The MWD of the macroRAFT agent did not change, but
an additional peak at high molar masses occurred. Since this peak is only
present in the RI signal, it can be assigned to PPnMA from a conventional
radical polymerization. So it can be concluded, that the macroRAFT agent
with the VP block is not suitable for PnMA block copolymerization.
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Abbreviations

a Mark–Houwink coefficient
A Arrhenius pre-exponential factor
AIBN 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile)
ACCN 1,1′-azobis(cyclohexanecarbonitrile)
APDMES 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane

Bd butadiene
BMA butyl methacrylate
BPTT benzylpropyltrithiocarbonate

c concentration
c0M initial monomer concentration
c0RAFT initial RAFT concentration
CB carbon black
CB-COOH oxidized CB mainly functionalized with carboxy groups
CB-COOH-
P(X)

oxidized CB functionalized with a (co)polymer X

CB-OH oxidized CB mainly functionalized with hydroxy groups
CB-OH-P(X) oxidized CB functionalized with a (co)polymer P(X)
CB-P(X) untreated CB functionalized with a (co)polymer P(X)
CDSPA 4-cyano-4-[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanyl] pen-

tanoic acid
CMSt 4-(chloromethyl)styrene

Ð dispersity
δ chemical shift, phase shift
DBE dibenzyl ether
DMA dodecyl methacrylate, dynamic mechanical analysis
DMEVS dimethylethoxyvinylsilane
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Abbreviations

DMPA 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone
DTPT dodecyl-((trimethoxysilyl)ethylphenylmethyl) trithio-

carbonate

ε strain
E′ storage modulus
E′′ loss modulus
EA activation energy
EA elemental analysis
EMA ethyl methacrylate

FMA furfuryl methacrylate
FMSt 4-furfuryloxymethylstyrene (FMSt)

GF grafting-from
GF-RAFT polymer-functionalized silica nanoparticles synthesized

via RAFT polymerization in a grafting-from apporach
using a particular RAFT agent (RAFT = CDSPA, DTPT
or PTPT)

GF-Si silica purchased by PlasmaChem used for functionaliza-
tion of silica nanoparticles via grafting-from approach

GMA glycidyl methacrylate
GMSt glycidyl 4-vinylbenzyl ether
GT grafting-to
GT-Si silica prepared via Stöber method used for functional-

ization of silica nanoparticles via grafting-to approach
GT-Click polymer-functionalized silica nanoparticles synthesized

via thiol-ene click reaction in a grafting-to approach
GT-Subs polymer-functionalized silica nanoparticles synthesized

via nucleophilic substitution in a grafting-to approach

HMA hexyl methacrylate
HNO3 nitric acid

I• initiator radical

k rate coefficient
kp propagation rate coefficient
K Mark–Houwink coefficient

Li maxima of the first-derivative of the MWD
L, LBR liquid butadiene rubber
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M monomer
M molar mass
Mtheo. theoretical molar mass
M̄n number average molar mass
M̄v viscosity average molar mass
M̄w weight average molar mass
MHC Mark–Houwink coefficients
MMA methyl methacrylate
MWD molar weight distribution

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
NR natural rubber

P polymer
Pi polymer chain of length i
P•i polymer radical of length i
PHMA poly(hexyl methacrylate)
phr parts per hundred rubber
PLP–SEC pulsed laser polymerization in conjunction with SEC
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)
PnMA pentyl methacrylate
PPnMA poly(pentyl methacrylate)
p.r.r. pulse repetetation rate
PTPT propyl-((trimethoxysilyl)ethylphenylmethyl) trithiocar-

bonate

r copolymerization parameter
R leaving group
R• radical of leaving group
ρ density
RAFT reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer
RT room temperature

S silane
σ stress
SBR styrene butadiene rubber
SEC size-exclusion chromatography
Si silica
Si-APDMES silica nanoparticles functionalized with APDMES
Si-DMEVS silica nanoparticles functionalized with DMEVS
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Abbreviations

Si-RAFT silica nanoparticles functionalized with a RAFT agent
(RAFT = CDSPA, DTPT or PTPT)

St styrene

t time
t0 inverse of p.r.r.
T temperature
Tg glass transition temperature
tan δ loss factor
TEM transmission electron microscopy
TESPD bis(triethoxysilylpropyl) disulfide
TGA thermogravimetric analysis
THF tetrahydrofuran

U conversion

VN3 standard silica
VP 4-vinylpyridine

x molar ratio
xCo comonomer ratio

Z stabilizing group
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